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Introduction 

One will find no books on the history of one of the fads in early American popular music 
that would come to be known as “Coon” songs. These songs began to be popular around 1895 and 
would be in vogue until around 1803 and shared the popular music scene with songs known as 
“Cakewalks.” These cakewalks were also called “ragtime.” The “Coon” songs began to 
incorporate ragtime accompaniments and invaded the cakewalk style by adding their lyrics to the 
trio or third section. At the same time the cakewalks began becoming more sophisticated - thus 
evolved the style of ragtime. The three types of American popular music - the minstrel songs, the 
cakewalk and the coon song led the way to the evolving of American’s gift to the world of music - 
Jazz.  

Researching material on the evolution of jazz led me to examine and play this early music 
with a group called the “Musica Jazz Antiqua:” (and my latest group the “Lake Arrowhead Early 
Jazz Band.”) In researching the influences of jazz led me first to begin with the solo minstrels 
singing Negro dialect songs; then to the evolving of the cakewalk and coon song; and finally to 
ragtime. I did this by collecting many musical examples of each style and studying this music for 
its contents. From this I found the musical elements used within each type, and heard the music 
with performances by my band. I have researched and wrote a number of musical/lecture 
programs that brought to our audiences the evolution of American popular music that led to the 
“Jazz Age.” One can examine this program by going to my web site (<www.basinstreet.com>). Too 
long have scholars avoided the music of the minstrels, the coon songs, and the cakewalk because of 
the type of material it presented, which is many times of an offensive nature. It is accepted by 
everyone that the lyrics of the minstrel and coon songs are morally wrong. But for too long we 
have ignored their existence and historic importance. History is history. These songs were part of 
the popular music of the Untied States (and of the world). Minstrels were as popular in England 
as in the States. (Sic: These songs types were not popular in non-English speaking countries 
however.) It is my position that we should examine and study these types as to understand the 
evolving of jazz. Included in my study are the development of minstrels, the evolving coon songs 
and the cakewalks.  

Minstrel Songs 

What was known as a ‘coon’ song invaded the American popular music scene around the 
year 1895 with the publication of “The Bully Song.” There followed numerous imitations of the 
song. These songs contained derogatory lyrics of the Negro stereotype as seen through the eyes of 
mostly white popular entertainers and music composers. The groundwork for the use of 
defamatory lyrics which degraded the Negro character had its seeds first in the solo performances 
of white entertainers imitating Negro characteristics. One of the earliest and most famous was 
Thomas “Daddy” Rice. Upon observing a Negro stable boy’s antics while working, Rice developed 
a stage routine that imitated a stable boy’s movements and the simple song he sang as he went 
about his work. It was an immediate success and brought Rice to fame and fortune, performing 
his ‘act’ throughout the world. It also fostered a number of imitators and was a predecessor to 
combining Negro stereotype culture to the world.   

Ex. 1 - Jim Crow - 1832 
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The ‘formal’ beginnings of minstrelsy were with the Virginia Minstrels of 1843. Four 
friends began an association which included a band that presented a stage presentation consisting 
of a number of Negro imitations of songs and dances.  
Their band consisted of: a violin, banjo, tambourine and castanets (bones) 
 
Ex. 2 - The Virginia Minstrel Band 
 

 
 

The early minstrel shows presented skits, songs and dances by white performers with 
blackened faces imitating a stereotyped Negro using Negro dialect. As the minstrel show enlarged 
they broadened their presentations to include performances that included instrumental virtuosos 
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(most popular were banjoists), versatile dancers and vocal renditions of well known popular songs 
of the era, many of which were sentimental in nature. The minstrel genre soon included the ‘all 
Negro’ minstrel shows featuring Negroes in blackface imitating those that were imitation them. 
Both black and white minstrels featured Negro dialect songs. 

We find such songs as: “Jenny Get Your Hoe Cake Done” (1840), “Lutzow’s Wild Hunt” 
(1843), “Bless Dat Lubey Yaller Gal” (1844), “Alabama Joe” (1840), and “Away to the Sugar Cane 
Field” (1847). By examining the music and lyrics of early minstrel music we can discover the 
character of the style and whether they included musical elements such as syncopation, one of the 
main musical elements in early jazz. 
  
Ex. 3 - Jenny Get Your Hoe Cake Done - 1840 

 

 
 
Ex. 4 - Alabama Joe - 1840 
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Ex. 5 - Away To De Sugar Cane Field - 1847 
 

 

           
 

 
 

In the 1850’s we continue to find songs like those of the 1840’s, many similar to the Stephen 
Foster type sentiment and melodic style so familiar to us: “Old Folks At Home” (1862),“Good Bye, 
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Linda Love” (1851); “The Ghost of Uncle Tom” (1854), sung by the Hutchinson Family; “Few 
Days” (1854) by Jenny Lind; and “Massa’s Old Plantation” (1855) in which 3 of the 16 bars uses 
the cakewalk rhythm. There is virtually no use of syncopation and the lyrics are more sentimental 
and even praising the Negro race and its ability to survive and maintain some dignity.  

 
Ex. 6 - The Ghost of Uncle Tom (Hutchinson Family) - 1854 
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 Jennie Lind was brought to America by P. T. Barnum in 1850. She was a great success and 
became a household name. While basically an opera singer, she composed and sang on her 
concerts some Ethiopian songs - composing one - “Few Days” that became very popular. The 
lyrics are by the famous Lucy Long, the first line being “Come darkes all, we’ll sing a song, few 
days, few days. Subjects within the lyrics contain ideas on Afro-American, political platforms and 
political parties, progress and the know-nothing party. When used by the Know Nothing Union the 
words stated: “Our country now is great and free, few days, few days,” and include subjects as 
patriotism pride, and political platforms. It became a United American song with lyrics: “a subtle 
foe has plotted along, few days, few days,” and contained lyrics on campaigns, battles, political 
elections, ballots and patriotism. 
 This song is a good example of the sentimental minstrel song preformed in early minstrel 
days. Many of the minstrel songs were sentimental about the attachment of many slaves to their 
master. Slave owners were often cruel to their slaves but many were loved by their slaves. We 
know of the Foster song “Massas in the Cold Ground.” Lucy Long wrote the lyrics to this song, 
composed by Harry Lake in 1855. Its rhythm contains a few bars using the cakewalk rhythm and 
contains no syncopation except in the cakewalk figures. 
 
Ex. 7 - Few Days (Jenny Lind) – 1854 
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Ex. 8 - Massa’s Old Plantation – 1855 
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Pre-Coon Song Examples 
(1851-1894) 

 
The earliest mention I have found of the word ‘coon’ is in a title in an 1851 song by P.A. 

Andreu called “The Sensitive Coon.” The song is about a ‘coon’ that is sleeping and is awakened 
by a wood cutter’s hatchet. The awakened Negro remarks: “woodman spare that tree, touch not a 
single bough.” The composition consists of 5 pages with the lyrics explaining about the animal 
wild life that lived in the tree and has a squirrel and a possum singing “Old Lang Syne.” The song 
also quotes “Moll Brooks” and “For He’s A Jolly Good Fellow.” The Title could have used 
another word instead of ‘coon’ and the only relation to a ‘coon’ song was the point of perhaps a 
Negro being lazy. It does show the feelings of the subject and could be called an environmental 
protest.  
 
Ex. 9 - Sensitive Coon - 1851 
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Throughout the 1860 (the period of the Civil War) and the 1870’s, Negro songs continued to be 
published - still in the nature of more sentimental subjects such as: “Come Back Massa, Come 
Back” (1863).  We do find some songs that were like the later coon songs in nature such as “Nigger 
Will Be Nigger” (1864), written by Wm. Shakespeare Hays. (See page __ for a note on Hays) 
Possibly if this song gained the later success of “The Bully Song” - instead of ‘coon’ songs we 
might have had ‘nigger’ songs, which of course would be the same derogatory nature as the coon 
songs were to become. In 1875 we find songs written about Negro marching bands and Negroes on 
parade.  One example is: “Den We’ll Join de Band” (1875) 
“Come Back Massa” is in the sentimental mood of there being a sentimental attachment believed 
to exist between the slave and his master. 
 
Ex. 10 - Come Back Massa, Come Back - 1863 
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During the final days of the Civil War we find this song published. It was sung by 
Warlington of the Arlington Minstrels. It was composed by the famous and popular song 
composer William Shakespeare Hays, a rival of Stephen Foster for successful minstrel songs of 
their era. The title uses the slang name for the Black slave. During this era it was a common 
practice to refer to the Black man as a “nigger,” a word that was offensive then and remains very 
offensive today. Hays was a northerner and like his contemporaries wrote in the slang of the era. 
This could be notated as an early coon song.  

 
Ex. 11 - Nigger Will Be Nigger – 1864 
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The brass band (concert or military band) was the most popular instrumental media of this era. 
Both Black and White musical ensembles were found, both having their own marching bands and 
concert bands, playing for most of the social activities of the day, which included playing for 
dancing. This song illustrates the band’s influence on both young and it was written to be 
performed in the minstrel show.  
 
Ex. 12 - Den We’ll Join de Band - 1875 
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George Thatcher was a popular song lyricist and a leading minstrel during his life. He led 
his own minstrel troupe, and wrote the lyrics to “Gentlemen Coons Parade” for the San Francisco 
Minstrels with music by W. S. Mullaly. It is a comic song about a colored parade and in the way 
that they march. It has a verse and a vocal quartet chorus. The introduction is mark “tempo di 
marcia” and is 24 bars long beginning with a trumpet fanfare. There is no syncopation and could 
be played as a regular march without words.   
 
Ex. 13 - Gentlemen Coons Parade - 1878 
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It is not until approximately 1880 that we find a fad in popular songs with the word ‘coon’ 
it its title - “Mary’s Gone With A Coon” (1880), “The Dandy Coons’ Parade” (1880), “The 
Coonville Guards” (1881), The Jolly Coon” (1881), “De Ole Plantation Coon” (1881), “The Jolly 
Coon” (1881), “De Coon Dinner” (1882), “Raffling For The Coon” (1882), “The Coons Are On 
Parade” (1882), ”The Coon That Lived Next Door” (1883), “New Coon in Town” (1884), “Whar’s 
Dat Coon Now?” (1884), “Coon Schottische” (1884), “The Coon’s Salvation Army” (1884), “Doing 
The Coon Jar” (1885), “De Coons Am On Parade” (1885), and “The Coons Excursion”  (1886).  

The lyrics use stereotype Negro subjects as “playing the banjo and bones, the lazy niggah, 
and eating and a drinking”. We still do not have the real coon lyrics with a mention of razors, 
chickens, etc. but “Mary’s Gone With A Coon” remains as one of the earliest titles using the word 
‘coon,’ in its title and which was to come into vogue in American popular music. There seems to be 
a surge in the use of the word “coon” in the titles of songs in the 1880’s. 
 
Ex. 14 - Mary’s Gone With A Coon -1880 
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While using in its title the use of the word ‘coon’ to describe a slave, the song is described as a ‘character’ song
or bumble bee in June, nuffin’ ebver troubles dis ole plantation coon.” It paints a picture of the 
happy, cheerful ‘coon’ that is to be exploited in minstrel show songs. 
 
Ex.15 - De Ole Plantation Coon – 1881 
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 Published as a minstrel song the lyrics again are sentimental about slave activities. One of 
the only times the slaves could enjoy themselves is when they had a successful hunt and gathered 
to enjoy a fruitful dinner. 
 
Ex. 16 - De Coon Dinner - 1882 
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    Excursions by boat were popular during this era. A social club or church would organize an 
excursion and bring along food and music and have a grand picnic. The sentimental side of this 
activity is seen by the lyrics of the song. 

 
Ex. 17 - The Coons’ Excursion – 1886 
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The song  “Come and Meet Us Dar” is about a man speaking about an upcoming Negro 

jubilee. He sings about the food and music in what we have come to know as Negro stereotype 
cliché’s (possum, pig’s feet, fish cakes, a cakewalk with banjo music and everybody dressed up in 
their finest). The song ends with an 8 bar instrumental dance section which represents the music 
for the cakewalk routine that usually was part of a performer’ routine.  
 
Ex. 18 - Come and Meet Us Dar - 1888 
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The “Whistling Coon” (1889) paints a picture of a happy but rather backward Negro - 
“whistling in the rain or snow,” but always happy. There is no syncopation in the song but it does 
use a dotted rhythm effectively. 
 
Ex. 19 - The Whistling Coon – 1889 
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Pickaninnies (cute Negro children) were the subject of many early popular songs and showed a 
sentiment of white society thought when picturing Negro children - they were cute and fun to 
watch. In 1889 we find the song “Four Little Curly Headed Coons”. All the popular songs 
mentioned have no syncopation and are in a steady 2/4 rhythm, many containing a section of the 
music in which the performer did an imitative Negro dance routine. 
 
Ex. 20 - Four Little Curly Headed Coons – 1889 
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 In the early history of the coon song the lyrics make fun of the Negro while others are 
sentimental about him. The early minstrel songs do not contain the coon’s derogatory lyrics of the 
era after 1895, but do use Negro dialect and words like ‘coon’ and nigger’ to describe the black 
race.  

The lyrics of these songs seems to picture the Negro as being slow of mind, caricatured as to 
stereotype and many give you the feeling of sentimentality and sorrowful about the Negro and his 
position in American society. 

The 1890’s would be the decade that the real coon song is beginning to evolve from its 
predecessors. We find “Dar’s a New Coon Wedding Song” (1892), “Little Alabama Coon” (1893), 
Hush My Little Coon” (1893), and “When the Coons Are On Parade”, also in 1893. “The Coon in 
the Moon” is found in 1894 and it is called “A Jolly Negro Song”. It contains some racial words 
but still is in the comic vein. 
 
Ex. 21 - When The Coons Are On Parade - 1893 
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Up to now the sheet music covers have been only printed text, with no pictures and no 

offensive caricature illustrations contained in the later ‘coon’ song covers. The piece “The Coon 
From The Moon” is one of the earliest songs using caricatures on a cover of sheet music. This one 
pictures Negroes in what would become stereotype covers of Coon songs. We find the use of the 
word ‘moon’ which  will be used many times in relation to the word coon, probably because it 
rhymes with ‘coon.’ 
 
Ex. 22 - The Coon From The Moon - 1894 
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The Era of the Coon Songs 
1895-1904 

 
In the article “The Music Americans Loved 100 years” we read some comments on the 

Coon songs; 
 

“The ‘coon song’ was an important genre a century ago, and no discussion of popular 
music of that time can be complete without acknowledging as much. Sheet music of such songs, 
generally with cover illustrations that demean Africa-Americans, sold well. Approximately one in 
fifteen new records released each month by such companies as Victor, Edison, and Columbia was 
a ‘coon’ song. Characterizing any comic number as a ‘coon song’ helped sales. When Thomas A. 
Edison’s National Phonograph Company issued comic numbers in 1903 sung by a young Billy 
Murray, promotional literature characterized ‘Bedelia’ as an “Irish coon serenade’ and ‘Mary 
Ellen’ was called an “Irish coon serenade with orchestra accompaniment. 

The ‘coon song’ as a genre predates ragtime, with Sam Devere’s ‘Whistling Coon’ being 
especially popular in the 1880s, but the two genres became related a century ago, even 
synonymous to the general public. In a record catalog issued by the Eastern Talking Machine 
Company catalog in 1898, the phrase ‘rag-time’ is placed after these two ‘coon’ numbers: “You’ll 
Have To choose Another Baby Now” and “My Coal Black Lady.” The singer on the two records, 
is Len Spencer. A third selection sung by Spencer has ‘rag time’ in its actual title “The Wench 
With The Rag Time Walk.” A Kansas City talking machine company catalog of this period adds 
the phrase ‘popular rag time’ to the title “You’ve Been A Good Old Wagon, But You’re Done 
Broke Down” sung by Spencer. One other Spencer selection, “I Love My Little Honey”, is 
characterized as a ‘rag time melody.’ Spencer was the first singer to record on a regular basis 
songs with ‘rag’ and ‘ragtime’ in the title. Soon afterwards, baritone Arthur Collins became best 
known for recordings of ‘coon songs’ and songs with ‘rag’ or ‘ragtime’ in the title. 

Popular ‘coon songs’ with ragtime-influenced melodies include Hughie Cannon’s “Bill 
Bailey, Won’t You Please Come Home” (1902; Bob Cole’s “Under the Bamboo Tree” (1902, Joe 
Howard’s “Good bye, My Lady Love” (1904). Scott Joplin wrote these ‘coon’ lyrics for a 
production of ‘A Ragtime Dance,’ a show presented one time in 1899 at Wood’s Opera House in 
Sedalia, Missouri; “I attended a ball last Thursday night/Given by the dark town swells/Every 
coon came out in full dress alright . . . So many colored folks there without a razor fight it was a 
great surprise to me.” 

At the turn of the century, the best known ‘coon song’ was undoubtedly “All Coons Look 
Alike To Me” by Ernest Hogan, but “The Preacher and the Bear” would become the most popular 
of the twentieth century. Normally credited to Joe Arizona, the song was actually written by 
George Fairman (1881-1962) of Front Royal, Virginia. After composing it, Fairman sold for $250 
all rights to the song to Arzonia, owner of a café in which Fairman played piano. A baritone 
named Arthur Collins first cut “The Preacher and the Bear” in early 1905, Zon-O-Phone 120 
being issued in April 1905, and Collins was thereafter closely associated with the song. By 1920, he 
had recorded it for virtually every American record company. In 1947 Phil Harris enjoyed a hit 
with the song on RCA Victor, but lyrics were changed slightly, with substitutions found for the 
word ‘coon.’ 

For the general public in 1900, ragtime meant not piano works but ‘coon songs” - that is, 
songs with comic lyrics about blacks-and cakewalks. By 1910, ragtime usually meant a lively 
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orchestral dance music favored by young people. Composers routinely added ‘rag’ to song titles 
whether the music was ragtime-influenced or not. This stopped around 1918 when the word 
‘blues’ became more fashionable than ‘rag’ in song titles. 

The year 1895 seems to be the year of the birth of what became known as a ‘coon’ song. At 
no other time in American music did racial stereotyping go to such vituperative extremes than in 
the coon songs. There were bad race relations around the turn of the century and in this 
atmosphere the coon song evolved. There were songs from the minstrels that caricatured and 
stereotyped the Negro but not to the extreme of the coon songs. The true coon song had lyrics that 
spoke of ”eating watermelon, fighting with razor blades, stealing chickens, violence, dishonestly, 
greed, shiftlessness, cowardliness and sexual promiscuity.” The coon songs that were located in 
southern locations are generally humorous. Both black and white entertainers performed coon 
songs. The Negro team of Williams and Walker, two of the most popular entertainers of the day, 
sang and wrote coon songs.  

Ann Charters in her book “Nobody, The Story of Bert Williams” states that in the 
Mastodon Minstrels: “Bert strumming the banjo which George (Walker) sang a ‘coon’ song, “See 
Yer Colored Man.” 

The song “Phrenologist Coon” was written for Bert Williams by Ernest Hogan.  
 

Know as the “Two Real Coons,” The Dramatic Mirror: mentioned the two: 
 

“To be endeavoring to get as far away as possible from the conventional Sixth Avenue coon 
type.” 
 

George Walker has some serious thoughts on the future of the Negro race. In an article 
published in the Cleveland Journal of Jan 25, 1908 he writes: 
 

“George W. Walker, of Williams & Walker, is a firm believer in the future greatness of the 
race. He is not loath to express his views on the subject whenever time and opportunity permit. 
Not long ago when asked by a prominent dramatic critic to give his views concerning his race he 
expounded a few of his ideas with his usual intelligence in this wise: 

“Talk to me about the infusion of white blood for the betterment of the Negro race,” he 
said indignantly. “I do not believe in it. I tell you, the black man’s future lies in the development - 
as a Negro - physical and mental - as a Negro. I think the white race have not realized the latent 
possibilities in us. 

“Our civilization is little beyond its infancy when you come to think of it. Why, a few 
hundred years ago we were savages. Given time and advantages, which have brought the white 
people to their present  stage, we shall be a wonderful people. If you don’t believe me, wait and 
see; 

“I’d just like to have you “take in a few further facts while we are on the subject,” he went 
on. “There can not be any dispute as to our musical ability. This, too, is undeveloped. Ragtime is 
just the chaos out of which real genius will some day be evolved. We shall have great Negro 
masters of music in the generation to come. We shall have great poets, too, for our race is a 
poetical one. But all these things will take time. Our poets must stick to Negro dialect to make 
themselves heard, or to sell their wares and our composers must write ragtime for the same 
reason, until the white man’s serious consideration has been earned. That, after all, is the 
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desideratumk - to get the serious acceptance of our efforts. Why, I was talking a few days ago to a 
young Negro playwright who is anxious to do a straight comedy drama for Williams and myself. 
He had a good and I think quite original idea, but there were a number of love scenes in the piece - 
that wouldn’t do, of course. Why not? Well, can you fancy a love scene between two colored 
people that would not to bring a laugh? No sir! The colored man’s love affairs are like his ragtime 
music and his dialect poems. No matter how carefully written, they must not be otherwise than 
amusing. Mind, I am not saying that generally we have not earned the right to serious 
consideration and I know that we must wait for it and work for it.” 

At this juncture Bert Williams’ long figure came into view. He nodded at the critic as he 
said smilingly: 

“George is at it again, I see,” he observed, with a twinkle in his eye, and then relapsing into 
his stage dialect, he sang out in a deep bass: “G’o’ge, I allus did say one thing.” 

“What’s that?” inquired his partner, looking up, 
“I allus did say dat ef we evah goes broke in dis business, yo’ can make a fortune fo both of 

us as a preachah.” (Chas. Marshall in the Freeman.) 
Both male and female performers sang coon songs, many in blackface. Sophie Tucker, a 

coon shouter, appeared in blackface. At the end of her performance she pulled off her wig to 
reveal her Caucasian head. 

After singing in her parent’s small restaurant in Hartford, Conn. Her first break came in 
1906 when she was offered a small-time theater slot on one condition: she had to appear in 
blackface. Fairly desperate, Sophie agreed and ended up touring the vaudeville circuit as a “coon 
shouter.” Though successful, she continually tried to ditch the blackface act. When her costumes 
and makeup failed to arrive in time for a show one night, Sophie risked going on without a 
disguise. Fortunately, the crowd loved her and soon bigger parts opened up. Including a stint with 
the Ziegfeld Follies, Earning the nickname “the red hot mama. 

Dainty Kitty Michell “sang her songs straight, songs that today seem astonishingly cruel 
and repellant: “He’s Just a Little Nigger, but he’s Mine;” “Coon, Coon, Coon, How I Wish My 
color Would Change;” “Every Race Has A Flag But the Coon;” and, “You May be a Hawaiian On 
Old Broadway, but You’re Just Another Nigger To Me.” 
 The coon song had its ancestry first in Negro performers working by themselves, singing 
songs that were best described as quasi Negro compositions.   Minstrel shows soon began imitating 
their performances. Finally the trend reached vaudeville and the Broadway stage.  
 Most of the coon songs (and minstrel songs) did not use syncopation and were more in the 
character of popular songs of the era, both melodically and rhythmically. It was the words that 
made the coon song different. Far from their folk roots, “Coon” songs and shows were without 
much distinction in the 1890’s. They amused audiences with annual novelties, but as 
entertainment they had a place far down in the theatrical ladder. The touring Negro shows -  
Williams and Walker’s A Lucky Coon, the Black Patti Troubadours, Cole and Johnson’s A Trip To 

Coontown, John Isham’s Octoroons, Oriental America, Darkest America, Black America, The South 

Before the War - were considered far beneath “legitimate” plays which toured with top stars . 
 The Georgia Minstrels were the most notable of the early organizations in which genuine 
black men replaced the usual white performers, and in these latter days the company of real 
“coons” and “Yaller gals” and “pickaninnies” with its cake-walks and characteristic rag-time 
songs had almost a monopoly of the Negro minstrelsy field. The real Negro is on the stage himself 
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in full feather, for the first time in his history the professional disputant of the white actor in the 
same line. 

It was much later that ragtime musical elements and/or styles appeared in them. To help 
with their popularity, coon song lyrics were added to the trio of a cakewalk. The covers of popular 
music of the era pictured caricatures of Negroes, depicting the Blackman as a gross, comic 
caricature - stupid, shiftless, superstitious, mysterious but ultimately harmless.  Other covers 
either were printed with words or showed the performers who made the song popular. By 1903 we 
see a downplay of ethnic references on the music covers. Early ragtime no longer used Negro 
subjects as titles or as vocal material. 
  By 1900 the white minstrelsy music was displaced by a new synthesis of old folk tunes used 
in the instrumental idiom. The popular music during this time was reshaped and humanized, with 
the racial lyrics and feeling of the ‘coon’ song dropped or modified. Black musicians entered a 
phase of popular music hitherto the province of mostly white popular music composers which met 
the demands of commercial minstrelsy and vaudeville. This is the era that begot Tin Pan Alley and 
was the cross-cultural meeting of black interpreting black music for white people. The stereotype 
Black image was beginning to disappear.  The popularity of the coon song and the cakewalk begot 
a serious interest in serious Black music. 
 Tin Pan Alley’s genesis came in the 1890’s partly due to the vogue and popularity of the 
coon songs and the cakewalks. The term ragtime became a catchword. It was almost mandatory to 
label most tunes as ‘rags,’ much as later (in the 20’s) they would name many tunes ‘blues’. These 
blue tunes not written in the traditional blues progression but songs that contained a ‘bluesy’ 
feeling. 
 The coon songs derived their material from stereotyped racial material. The cakewalk/rags 
of the day were mostly in an instrumental style and usually did not draw their material from 
derogatory, racial material, but they were sold from the same old package, presenting sheet music 
covers that pictured racial caricatures. The coon song lyrics were an epithet that could be traced 
back to frontier dialect and humor as a friendly or at least a neutral nickname or slang. Helping 
the evolvement of Negro music - not of a racial nature - brought the appearance of black 
performers of great skill and sensitivity. These talented performers were able to divert and finally 
vanquish such sick and hostile projections of Negro stereotypes which where projections of many 
white minds. Two decades after the spirituals appeared in public prominence the coon song 
became the vehicle to public acceptance.  
 While it is hard in history to give definite dates as to the origins of a musical style, popular 
songs with derogatory lyrics appeared around 1836. They of course were featured in the minstrels 
from the beginning with tunes such as “Zip Coon.” The heritage and origins of the coon song 
might be divided into the following periods:  
 

1st - 1836-1850 
 2nd -1851-1879 
 3rd - 1880-1889 
 4th - 1890-1904 
 5th - 1905-1918 
 
 The popularity of Coon songs lapsed somewhat during the Civil War, reappeared in the 
1870’s. In the 1880’s coon songs were published with regularity, beginning about 1883.  Appearing 
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in 1895 with the “Bully Song”, no other period in America popular music did racial stereotyping 
go to such vituperative and disgraceful extremes. 

Coon songs were characterized as early ragtime. While they were about Negro culture and 
character (as seen by the white man) very few contain the elements of ragtime. It was the cakewalk 
that was the true predecessor of ragtime. The cakewalk evolved into ragtime. The coon song 
contained little syncopation. It was the lyrics that determined a coon song, not the melody. The 
later coon songs were actually cakewalks/ragtime styles such as “Hello My Baby” in 1899 and “A 
Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight (1896). “Hello My Baby” used the cakewalk rhythm and 
syncopation and refers to a Negro gal but the lyrics are not the lyrics we have come to find in the 
coon song of 1895 to around 1903.  
 The early coon song had their share of complaints, of course, but these complaints had to 
do mostly with the lyrics, not the music. These early coon songs make the basic appeals to racial 
bigotry, using caricatures, stereotypes, ridicule, and brutally coarse language. Most of these coon 
songs mentioned the ornery, lazy ‘nigger’ type of Negro, who was everlasting having trouble of 
some kind with his ‘gal.’ It was a crude and rough song that speaks about razors, pork pies and 
watermelons. 
 
 Edward A. Berlin, in his book “Ragtime” did mention some positive facts about the coon 
song: 
 “However there were some (Sic: coon songs) that found some positive features in the lyrics. 
Rupert Hughes, praised Ernest Hogan for his exceedingly ingenious satire on his own race (Sic: 
Hogan was the composer of “All Coons Look Alike”). Black singer Rosamond Johnson and Bob 
Cole performed coon songs, uneasy about using the word ‘coon’ they habitually substituted the 
word ‘boys’ thereby removing much of the piece’s racially denigrating quality.” 

 Hogan, when first writing “All Coons Look Alike” had used the word ‘pimps’ instead of 
coons.” 
Ernest Hogan, whose birth name was Reuben Crowders, was born in Bowling Green, Kentucky, 
shortly after the Civil War. Hogan left home as a young boy and toured with “Uncle Tom” shows 
and summer tent companies, singing and dancing, trying to write his own songs. He gained 
national recognition with his singing of “All Coons Look Alike.” Hogan describes the background 
of the tune he first heard in Chicago. Wandering around the red light district around Pogue and 
Taylor Streets, he heard a Negro piano player and remembers that: 
 

“The pianist was plunking and talking to himself. The tune sounded good, but I could not 
hear the words, so I went over to the piano and offered him a drink and asked him to play the 
tune over again. I stayed in Chicago a few weeks and the tune and words haunted me. Each night 
found me in that same house asking him to play and sing that song. 

It seemed that his girl friend had put him out the day I first went there, telling him that “all 
pimps look alike to me.” There was no protection for songs in those days, so when I left Chicago 
the song left with me. I changed his words and music in the verse but kept the same music in the 
chorus. . . . We Negroes have been called every name under the sun, so I added another. The coon 
is a very smart animal, so I gave the song the title “All Coons Look Alike To Me.” 
Ann Charters writes: 
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“Hogan hadn’t thought up the name “coon” because it was “a very smart animal”; the 
name had been used for years as a derogatory term for Negroes. His originality consisted in taking 
the phrase “All Coons Look Alike To Me” as the title of his song. It became a popular racial joke, 
given an extra flavor of insult since it was the claim of a colored man himself. Hogan first made his 
reputation as a showman performing the song, but he later said he regretted having written it, and 
apologized for it in interviews for the rest of his life.” 
 

Bob Cole 
 

 Another well-known Negro vaudeville entertainer was Bob Cole. His career parallels most 
closely that of George Walker. He teamed up with J. Rosamond Johnson, the songwriter. Cole was 
born in Athens, Georgia, in 1868. His first songs, “Parthenia Takin’ Liken’ to a Coon” and “In 
Skin Bone Alley,” were published by Chicago publisher Will Rossiter. Cole wrote the hour-long 
farce, “Jolly Coon-ey Island, for the Black Patti review. He and partner Johnson also wrote “A 
Trip To Coontown” which was the first show of its kind to be written, produced, and owned by 
Negroes. All of the Negro shows mostly included coon songs and cakewalks. These shows toured 
the nation bringing the Negro versions of coon songs and cakewalks.   

After the turn of the 20th century most flagrantly abusive lyrics were put aside and 
replaced by lyrics of greater acceptability to a broader spectrum of the American public.  James 
Weldon Johnson favored Negro dialect as a valuable part of the Afro-American heritage, much as 
eubonics have been incorporated in some educational institutions in American cities. Johnson 
avoided the rough, razor-wielding bullies and other demanding stereotypes in his popular coon 
song “Under the Bamboo Tree.” (1902)  

 
Ex. 23 - Under The Bamboo Tree - 1902 
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Johnson depicted situations and characters which his white audience could sympathize and 
even identify with. Gradually criticism of coon song lyrics declined as they became less offensive. 
Even the famous Scott Joplin had written some coon songs of a more gentler character. By the 
turn of the century the days of the coon song was fast drawing to a close and we arrive at a more 
dignified and artistic Negro music. These later coon songs of the 1900’s began to include 
syncopation more frequently. They soon began to emphasis the music. This lead to what we know 
as ragtime and this style began to find acceptance. Coon songs, now more instrumental then 
lyrical, began to be played on the piano - “Ragtown Rag”, “A Night in Coontown”, “A Bunch of 
Rags”, began to appear and instrumental cakewalks/rags raised the level of Negro style music to a 
very high artistic level, not equaled in popular music until the Jazz Age. The coon song and 
cakewalk evolved into ragtime, not by its lyrics and melody but by the added accompaniment on 
the piano and instrumental parts of what is becoming known as the ragtime style. Thus becoming 
more of an instrumental music. This ragtime accompaniment to coon songs probably originated as 
free improvised music accompanying the vocal portion. 
 

Characteristics 
 

As the coon song gained in popularity, the sentimental, melancholy Negro, as portrayed by 
the songwriters of the minstrel shows of the 1850-1870’s, was replaced by the vulgar, grotesque 
characters of the coon song. Many coon songs were meant to be a comic portrayal of the Negro but 
soon became the vulgar songs that we find in the hundreds of published coon song types, written 
mostly by the Tin Pan Alley white song writers. Many Negro composers also wrote coon songs but 
with a little less vulgarity, using the coon song as a stepping stone to financial gain. The 
sentimental and comic character of the minstrel song was replaced by caricatures of Black 
America. In the new songs the Negro became a superficial character utilizing a set of stereotype 
which many times reflected American attitudes of the Negro’s body, dress, and of his character 
traits. 

The characters most often depicted included: his color (both dark & light skinned Negro; 
his head and hair (kinky, curly, etc.)’; his eyes, nose, legs and feet; the trait of being lazy; 
drinking, gambling and violence (especially using razors; his diet (chickens, possum, watermelon); 
the Negro child (many songs use the word pickaninny for the young Negro children); and finally 
his way of talking. Most coon songs were in Negro dialect - sound substitutions, unorthodox 
grammar and an unconventional vocabulary. We find many examples of each type. 

 
Skin Color 

 
The coon song provided a consistent word picture of the Negro’s physique. Men are 

virtually always black, the blackest possible. In various similes they are described as “coal black,” 
“black as tar,”  “black as smock,” etc. Any light-skinned Negro male is almost certain to be a 
troublemaker, if not only if it is a child. There are examples of songs being written that both male 
and female want to be as light-skinned as possible. The song Coon, Coon, Coon, written by 
Jefferson and Friedman in 1900 states: 
 
Coon! Coon! Coon! I wish my color would fade; 

Coon! Coon! Coon! I’d like a different shade. 
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There are hundreds of examples of the use of the color of Negro males in the coon songs. In 
the sheet music available I stopped at 100 examples of the use of color in the title or lyrics. 

A wider variety of colors are acceptable for women, many being described as “Little Yaller 
Queens.” Color is used as an identifying feature usually with no emotional connotations, and is 
employed to identify Negroes as a group. 
 

Parts of The Negro’s Body 
 

Coon songs also depict parts of the Negro’s body: primarily his head, hair, eyes, mouth, 
and feet. Caricatures bring out the facial features with large eyes and especially large mouth and 
lips. The feet many times are bigger then normal and the size of the head may be enlarged. A 
Negro’s hair is shown as kinkey wooly hair.  The skull is described as “a big sledge hammer, or a 
head so hard “it’ll bust cannon balls to pieces,”  

Their eyes "shine like de stars above,” or “like diamonds.” Their mouths are portrayed as 
unusually large, especially the lips.  The nose is usually characterized as chubby, flat, or stubby. 
The legs are often bandy, and the feet are always unusually large. 
 

Dress 
 

Also pictured is the manner of dress and taste run toward the flashy and the gaudy, and 
they wear “clothes you’ll hear for blocks.” Negroes are either pictured as “dressed up as plushy as 
possible or as shabby as possible. 
 

Character Traits 
 

A Negro’s character traits are a love of long, ostentatious names; laziness and shiftlessness; 
an uncommon appetite for watermelon, chicken, possum and gin; and overeagerness to test a 
razor’s sharpness on an unwilling human guinea pig; a phenomenal dancing and musical ability; 
and a superstitious nature.   
 

Dialects 
 

The most pervasive of these are the stereotypes dealing with the Negro’s use of language. 
This use of Negro dialects is one of the identifying marks of a coon song. The lyricist use three 
methods to achieve their ‘Negro’ dialects: 1) sound substitutions, 2) an unorthodox grammar, and, 
3) an unconventional vocabulary. 
1)  Sound substations include the replacement of th with d, a change that affects not only the 
definite article but also the personal and demonstrative pronouns. Thus forms like de, dis, den, 

dey, dat, dem, dere, and dose abound. Diphthongs such as oi are changed to long I to produce jine 

from join; spile from spoil; and bile from boil. Some words contain a double substation of sounds. 
Thus  d replaces th and a supplants e so that tgere becomes dar. Another popular double 
substitution is the illusion of s in words ending in sk and the replacement of k with x so that ask 
becomes ax. A number of sound substations involve deletions of letter. Thus the u ending of the 
word you is replaced with an apostrophe making it yo’. G is generally taken from the ending of 
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words and replaced by an apostrophe making forms like weddin’ from wedding and achin’ from  
aching. A number of other sound substations occur but the preceding list is sufficient to illustrate 
the types of replacement that are made. Black speech was ridiculed and degraded by the 
substitutions during this era but with the push for eubonics in our era seem to put emphasize back 
on Negro dialect. 
2)  Production of “Negro” dialect involves use of a highly unorthodox grammar. Forms such as we 

is, I is, and I dares are common. Another kind of bad grammar is placed in the mouth of the 
narrator of Mister Johnson Turn Me Loose” who tells of his girlfriend that “you done done me 

wrong,”  The colored lady in “Pickaninny’s Lullaby” calls out for “you all gals en boys go en quit 
yer noise.” In “When De Moon Comes Up Behind De Hill” a mother tells her children that “Youse 
de worstest one in dis yar neighborhood.” In “Cindy, I Dreams About You” a preacher asks a 
man to take a woman for “worser or better.” In “I’ve Got Another Baby” a girl talks about “de 
first man what I loved.” Both Fay Templeton’s song and the hero of “I’m Happy When I’m By 
Ma Baby’s side” tell about the “onliest one.” Liae in “I Miss Youz” is told that she is the 
“perfectest” of all the girls ever made and Hattie Starr’s creation tells everyone that “I is a little 
Alabama Coon.” 
3)  Lyricists endow their Negro creations with a bubbling use of vocabulary.  “The Lily of 
Laguna”  wants a ‘shapperoon” or an “escortch. We find titles using ‘big’ words such as “The 
Phrenologist Coon,” and “Impecunious Davis.” Vocabulary was one of the ways songwriters 
imply that the Negro loves the elaborate. 

 
Laziness and shiftlessness 

 
 References to the Negro as a lazy, shiftless person often occurs in the coon songs. One song 
has a women arguing with her lazy husband when she says “I’ve been your meal-ticket long 
enough.” One song is entitled “Lazy Sam.” 
 
Ex. 24 - Lazy Sam 
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Drinking and Gambling 
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Men are described as being overly fond of alcoholic beverages, particularly gin. In Frank 
Kent’s “Ain’t I Feelin’ good” states: “De darkey lubs to eat and drink, Oh My! Ain’t I feelin’ 
good. He likes his whiskey too, I think.”  “De Bully’s Weddin’ Night” will be “lots ob good ole 
nigger gin.”  

In “When You Ain’t Got No Money, Well You needn’t Come Round” is about a man who 
“shot craps last night, got cleaned up right, for dey won my money by de yard.” In one song “How 
‘Bout Your Baby, Honey” doesn’t mind her lover shooting craps because when he wins she gets 
the money. 
 

Razors 
 

 When coon song characters get together for gambling, or any other reason, there 
undoubtedly will be razors and ultimately a fight. Such songs as “Leave Your Razors At The 
Door” and “The Coon Behind The gun,” and, “The Coon That Had the Razor” depict the violence 
that many people in the nation thought that all Negro men carried razors and guns. “The Coon’s 
trademark” depicts that all Negroes virtually born with a razor in their hands. 

Dancing and Musicians 
 

 The Negro is said to “do all dances equally well. The lover in “My Baby Liz” says that 
there “ain’t no step but what she knows” and we are told that “Ambolena Snow” can “dance to 
any tune.” The trombone player described in “Coon Band Contest” is such a master of his 
instrument that not even death stops him from playing. 
 

Superstitious 
 

 Another stereotype perpetuated in the coon songs is that Negroes are extremely 
superstitious. Negro children are depicted as particularly superstitious.  One song states “Look 
out for the hoodoo-doo-doo Man: The title character in “Rastus Serenade” attributes his luck at 
shooting craps to the rabbit’s foot he keeps.  “Dat Coon’s Got A Soft Spot Fo’ me” tells the story 
of a woman who has a history of bad luck which she thinks results from being born on the 
thirteenth.  The narrator of “All Coons Look Alike To Me” believes he has been ‘jonahed’ and the 
wife in “You Said A-Plenty” thinks she has been hoodoored. 
 

Diet 
 

 According to the coon songs black men never eat anything but chickens, possum and 
watermelons. Chicken is considered the greatest of these delicacies for the overwhelming majority 
of coon songs. As examples: “Chicken Pie,” “Who Dat Say Chicken In Dis Crowd,” “Parson 
Johnson’s Chicken Brigade.” In the song “De Bully’s Weddin’ Night” we read: “I went last night 
to a chicken coop, chickens roosted high, didn’t have to stoop; No matter how hard the times may 
be, chickens don’t a-come too high for me.” In “Dat Coon’s Got a Soft Spot Fo’ Me” a girl is 
proud that her boyfriend will steal her a chicken anytime she gets hungry. 
 Watermelons are another stable of a Negro’s diet. In the song “Smilin” we see a Negro 
using a stick through a fence to get a watermelon. The children who swipe watermelons in “I 
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Guess You’s Better Hush! Hush! Hush! are only one example of numerous colored melon thieves 
presented in the coon songs. 
 

Pickaninnies 
 

 Negro children (pickaninnies) were written about in the minstrels but usually in a more 
sensitive nature. In the coon songs we find numerous examples of tunes mentioning pickaninnies. 
Some coon songs attempt to bring back the weeping darkey of the earlier minstrel song tradition, 
namely “Stay In Your Own Back Yard,” and, “Little Black Me.”  
 
 The coon song dominated popular music in the 1890’s. Their preponderance is indicated by 
the statistic that during the years from 1896 to 1900 at least 600 coon songs were published. But 
even this figure doesn’t adequately convey the influence of the coon song for it gained a popular 
approval that brought aboard both black and white popular music writers. Even today we are still 
observing the caricatures and character traits of the Negro in American society and the influence 
of the coon songs in American culture. It might be pointed out that the humor of the early minstrel 
tunes was based on reality while that of the coon songs was based on ‘consummate unreality.” 
Many of the early minstrel lyricists utilized the real folk humor of the Negro. The versifiers of the 
coon songs used that which sold. Consequently they produced a decoction of their own of 
slapstick, caricature, and asininity. 
 The irony of the coon songs is that they are pervaded at a later date with ragtime and 
syncopation. Thus the black man’s own music was used to perpetuate false and often malicious 
cliches about him. Some Negroes even participated in this injustice for a number of these songs 
were written by blacks. Thus they helped present to the American public syncopated slanders 
against those with black skins. 

Not all approved of the direction popular American music was taking. In an article by 
Arthur Weldin the Etude of Feb. 17, 1899 entitled “The Invasion of Vulgarity In Music. We read: 
 
 “Something must be done to stop the deluge of the so-called “popular music” which is 
flooding this unhappy country doing more harm in an evening than scores of conscientious, 
earnest musicians can accomplish good in a month. 
 If one goes into a music store today and examines what lies conspicuously on the counter, 
one finds a profusion of idiotic and unmusical “coon” songs, a mass of badly composed two-steps 
and marches, and a general confusion of rubbish; and, alas, this is what “sells”! 
 Every one is a “composer” today; and position in society can be said to be assured only 
when one has “composed” a two-step or waltz, “arranged from publication” by some well-known 
local musician. These wretched things sell, also, because one’s friends, after all, must step up and 
buy in order that the gifted “composer” can find the miserable tune lying on the piano when next 
he or she comes to call. But you will also find the “coon” songs on your friend’s piano when you go 
to his house, and the chances are that he will insist upon “rendering” a few of them for your 
edification. 
 This may all seem trivial enough, but it has, unfortunately, a far deeper significance, and 
little by little the people at large have forgotten the noble melodies which used to interest and 
please them, and have sold themselves body and soul to the musical (?) Satan, who superintends 
the construction and propagation of this style of thing. Pass along the streets of any large city of a 
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summer evening when the windows are open and take note of what music you hear being played. 
It is no longer the great masters, or the lesser classicists-nor even the “Salon-componisten” that 
used to be prime favorites with the boarding-school misses. Not a bit of it! It is “rag-time”- “coon” 
songs, skirt dances, and all the rest of the tawdry crew. 
 How can we regard this invasion of vulgarity in music other than as a national calamity, in 
so far as the mental attainments of the nation are concerned? It is for this that so many earnest, 
honest American musicians have spent their lives? Is it for this that the grand orchestras of 
Boston, New York, Cincinnati, and Chicago exist? Has all that the real workers-the pioneers of 
American music-strove to accomplish, did accomplish, really been in vain? 
 Surely, no one will deny that music does influence people-almost all people-greatly; and if 
that be so, and it is so, we should be careful as to what music is presented for their consideration. 
 This cheap, trashy stuff can not elevate even the most degraded minds, nor could it possibly 
urge any one on to greater effort in the acquisition of culture in any phase. I do not deny that some 
of these melodies are vastly superior to others. Among those at present much before the public 
which are unobjectionable. I will quote the Chevalier Coster songs, certain of which (notably “Old 
Dutch”) have just claims to consideration as art products; or “Two Little Pumpkin-colored 
Coons,” which has the merit, at least, of harmonic interest of an elementary description, and 
which is also written fairly correctly; “I Loves Yer in the Same Old Way,” which is analogous to 
the chevalier songs, and a few others. Every one knows what the “best” in music is, and I have 
always maintained that a person who cares for music at all can easily be brought to an 
appreciation of that same “best” and a liking for it. But there must be no administering of 
antidotes. If you are endeavoring to cause an elementary musical mind to appreciate Beethoven 
you must not let him escape you and visits a vaudeville show, even for a single night, or you will 
find yourself the next day set back weeks in your work. 
 These people have such a strange idea of what the word “melodious” means. They will 
claim in an obstinate fashion that Bach is unmelodious, and that the works of the vaudeville 
composers are, to their ears, very tuneful; but this is merely a question of degree. You should have 
little difficulty-if you go about it in the right way-in making such a person learn to regard the 
“coon” songs with positive abhorrence, and turn to Schubert and Schumann when in search of 
true melody and that sense of realization and comfort which music at its best can bring to the most 
tired and fevered brains. There is certainly no repose in the stimulating vulgarity of a “rag-time” 
melody, or the debasing excitation of a “coon” song shouted boisterously by harsh, worn voices. 
 In other words, this evil actually exists. This plague of trashy music is upon us, like an 
epidemic of cholera, and it is not necessary to spend more time in asserting that a disease the evil 
effects of which can be seen (or rather heard) every instant and in all places really exists. Let us 
rather plan a remedy, for remedy there must be, and the persons to bring about a change must be 
the actual musicians of the country; the men who love their art, and treat it as an art, not as a 
business. They are the only ones who can combat this thing, and they can only accomplish any 
tangible results by working together. 
 Any man or woman claiming to be a musician and yet unwilling to go out in battle against 
this musical vulgarity has no claims to consideration as an artist, and, indeed, in so refusing they 
are allying themselves with the “composers” who scratch this rubbish together, and with the 
public to which they cater. 
 In answer to questions certain to be promulgated as to what can be accomplished, I would 
say: “The educated musician individually ought to be the equal of many charlatans, but he must 
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fight all the harder to make that superiority felt. He must force his individuality upon those with 
whom he is brought into contact, and he must fight to win. For the individual working in this fight 
there will be hard work and but little glory; but a great artistic reform can not be promulgated 
and completed alone by a few of us who write articles or talk noisily in the market-place. It must 
be everybody’s fight, so far as true artists are concerned. The fight for noble standards and 
pure ideals in music must be made by the musicians themselves, nor must it be made sordidly. 
 At present our unworthy opponents have the best of the fighting, but if the musicians-the 
real musicians-will arm themselves for combat, and not leave the battlefield until this hideous 
hydra is stone dead, we may win.” 
 
 A similar view in given in the Music Courier of Sept 13, 1899 in an article entitled 
“Degenerate Music”: 
 
 “In the “good old days,” as elderly sentimentalists call them, the Negro serenade, the 
minstrel show, were welcome at long intervals, say one a year. The African slave of the southern 
plantation had a knack of catching secular melodies and transforming them into tunes of 
individual flavor. These melodies, written by Stephen Foster and others, and drawn from the large 
treasury of the French, Spanish and Creole, were the stock of the so-called “nigger music” in 
which Antonin Dvorak saw the future of American music. So far from being folks-music, these 
tunes were, and are, distinctly an exotic - the products of an alien race, the re-arrangement of 
white men’s music. There is no real African music in America. 
 Thus far this music making was harmless. But since the Dvorak discussion and the 
renascence of the “coon song” a wave of vulgar, of filthy and suggestive music has inundated the 
land. The pabulum of theatre and summer hotel orchestras is “coon” music - nothing but rag-time 
prevails - and to top all this degeneration the cake walk, with its obscene posturing, its lewd 
gestures and debasing influences, has literally dominated the public. No seaside or mountain 
resort this past summer is without its rag-time orchestra, its weekly cake walk. Worse yet, the 
fashionable idle folk of Newport and Bar Harbor, of Narragansett Pier and elsewhere, have been 
the chief offenders. Society has decreed that rag-time and cake walking are “the thing,” and one 
reads with amazement and disgust of historical and aristocratic names joining in this sex dance, 
for the cake walk is but an African danse du ventre, a milder edition of African orgies, and the 
music is degenerate music. It is a well-known physiological fact that a superior race may not 
mingle with an inferior without causing degeneration, debasement. This pseudo-African music, 
with its vile rhythms, its vile, suggestive language-warm babies,” etc., ad nauseam - all this, we 
assert, is producing a marked decadence in musical taste. Go where you will, you hear “coon 
music,” and, remember, this music contains all the viciousness and nastiness of the two races. Our 
children, our young men and women, are continually exposed to the contiguity, to the monotonous 
attrition of this vulgarizing music. It is in the parlor, in the theatre, in light opera, and may invade 
the Church. It is artistically and morally depressing and should be suppressed by press and pulpit. 
Rag-time rhythm is nothing new, but its present usage and married to words of veiled 
lasciviousness should banish it from polite society. The “coon song” must go! 
 

Social Meanings 
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  Schaefer, in “The Art of Ragtime stated: “The ‘coon’ song craze was primarily a 
manifestation of white vaudeville trends. But it was also the black artist that made use of coon 
songs in their acts. It is possible to plead that black composers wrote under the gun of dire 
economic and social necessity, but this hardly excuses the equal virulence of black stereotypes in 
their songs. It is impossible at this late date fully to understand the complex mental and social 
world of the period, the confusion and misunderstanding shared by white and black alike. These 
racial elements that appeared in the popular music of the era became a vehicle for commercial 
exploitation, an extension of ‘sure-fire’ routines of minstrelsy and vaudeville. That they furthered 
social oppression is true, but this was only a by-product of their intent; first and foremost, they 
sold sheet music and music hall tickets. “ 
  Schaefer continues to comment on the social elements of coon songs and remarks: 
 “The attitude conveyed, like many racist stances, is ambivalent; the ‘inferior’ darky’s life is 
pictured as endemic and enviable, a Land-of-Cokaigne existence, while simultaneously it is 
caricatured and debased. The black man, in this view, is truly the ‘white man’s burden’ - he sings 
and plays all day while the white man works and grinds compulsively in his constipated puritan 
way. This is a source of both irritation and superiority expressed ultimately as contempt for the 
lazy, shiftless darky. 
 The coon song “Niggerism” (1899) expressions this myth 
 
 “If you go to a theatre, a minstrel show to see; 
 On the stage are darkies, as happy as can be. 
 A coon he loves to sing and dance, until he is out of breath. 
 All you’ve got to do is jolly him ‘long 
 And he’ll work himself to death. 
 
 Now dat is what you call niggeris’m. 
 An it taint no white folks I’m. 
 Taint no Dutch or Irish is’m, 
 So it must be niggeris’m 
 An if it taint, please tell poor Ephram what it am.’ 
 
Schaefer uses this as an example of the myth: 
 

“The picture here is interesting mainly because it converts the folk mythology of the white 
man’s burden into an overt ideology and because it accepts totally the illusion of the minstrel 
show. 

But behind this contempt is a sneaking envy, a wistful longing to be able to relax and be 
free, like the mythical levee lounger with his watermelon and banjo…In this slough of sickness 
and perversion a curious backhanded compliment is submerged, a tribute to the vitality and 
interest of black music and its creators. 

The coon song craze, being a huge popular success, momentarily revitalized the blackface 
impersonation as a staple popular music routine. The nostalgia for the minstrel show continued 
and sturdy remnants of it motivated performers like Al Jolson and Eddie Cantor. 
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The lyrics presented in the coon songs: a watermelon, razor, chicken and a coon might 
translate into gluttony, murder, thievery and stupidity. In 1897 we find a song named “The 
Coon’s Trade-Mark” subtitled: “A Watermelon, Razor, Chicken and a Coon.” 

‘ 
Ex. 25 - The Coon’s Trade-Mark – 1897       
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 In an article in the Musical Record of Dec. 1, 1899 we find the subject of the popular music 
of the day described as to its content and lyrics: 
 

“The fact that the hero, whose character and prowess they are vociferously celebrating, is, 
as a rule, a quarrelsome and dissolute loafer, and his lady-love a woman whose unconventionality 
of conduct and mercenary views of the passion in which they are lyrically united, give rise to just 
suspicion of her character. ….Of the truculent and bloodthirsty egotist who serves as the hero of 
that stirring epic, “The New Bully,” he perhaps might not have complained. Mr. Johsing’s motives 
to slay and mutilate his social rivals are wholly indefensible, but like those of the Crusaders, to 
whom he bears a strong spiritual resemblance, they are felt to be lofty, unselfish, and 
disinterested, however mistaken. Not so the riotous chronicle of disorder, misdemeanor, and 
judicial retribution found in that ironical ballad, “I’m Livin’ East.” This and the sordid and 
contemptible vanity of “Crappy Dan,” complacent in his dishonest livelihood, would have aroused 
his just indignation, and would have made those tuneful prognostications, “Razors in the Air” and 
“There’ll Be a Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight,” seem but sane and conservative forecasts. 
The practical philanthropy of “Enjoy Yourselves” could scarcely have offended him. A benevolent 
prudence underlies the caution, “Keep all your razors in your inside pockets,” and seems to look 
anxiously forward to a peaceful and bloodless termination of the social function described. But it 
is presently confessed in the line, “Gals, keep yer hands on yer charm an’ yer lockets,” that this 
appearance of peace and good will is a mere social pretence and convention, masking the most 
felonious of ulterior motives. Much more honest is the candid bacchanalian lyric, “Get Your 
Money’s Worth,” wherein those bidden to the feast are frankly told to “Bring your razor an’ your 
gun, ef you want to have fun,” with no pretence of hospitality or friendly feeling about it. A 
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monetary appeal is made by the simple content of the hero of “Since I’se got Money in the bank,” 
albeit he is not entirely free from vulgar ostentation; but no man brought up in the simple habits 
of Saltoun could approve the vaunted diet of this prosperous hero. “I live,” he boasts, “on gin an’ 
soft-shell crabs.” 

The love affairs that are born of these turbulent social conditions naturally bear strong 
evidences of heredity. A very tender and sympathetic note of sentiment is sounded in “Ma Onliest 
One,” but it is revealed that its heroine makes the acquaintance of gentlemen in an easy and 
irregular fashion not endorsed by the best people, and the note goes at once to protest. “I want 
Yer, ma Honey, yes I do,” voices a satisfactorily fervent passion, but its text does not look forward 
with sufficient explicitness to holy wedlock, this saving detail not being even alluded to. It is well to 
be quite clear on these points in writing for the young, yet neither in the mercenary “I guess that 
will hold you for a while,” in “Hello, Ma Baby,” nor in many other lyrical protestations of 
affection is it made entirely clear that the gentleman'’ intentions are strictly honorable, or that the 
lady is fussy on this point. "Why Don’t You Get a Lady of Your Own,” is pitched in a key of 
jealous remonstrance that seems to imply a trespass upon vested rights; but it is not clear whether 
the remonstrant holds under lease or by deed. The universal tone of these ballads is, indeed, 
careless to the verge of disrespect of the dignity of womanhood and of the sanctity of female virtue. 
(Sic: Doesn’t this remind you of today’s rap lyrics?) 

Under these circumstances one is not surprised to encounter such retaliatory utterances as 
“Take Your Clothes and go,” “I Don’t Like no cheap man,” “I’se a Pickin’ my Comp’ny Now,” 
and other self-protecting expressions, indicate a guarded attitude toward the other sex. Now and 
then a swain sings proudly and disinterestedly, “My Gal is a High Born Lady,” or abjectly and 
timidly, “Honey, does Yo’ Love yer man?” but more often it is as in “Hello, Ma Baby,” with an 
undue sense of self-importance. “If you refuse me, honey, you’ll lose me,” sings the arrogant and 
offish hero of that ballad. What wonder that he eventually disgusts the object of his choice and is 
forced to such humiliating appeals as “I Want dem Presents Back,” “Gimme Back dem clothes,” 
and other attempts to undo what has come to seem a grave mistake. 

Under such brutal and unsympathetic treatment it is not strange that the softer sex turn 
hard and mercenary. “All Coons Look Alike to me” is the wail of the forsaken woman; but “Oh, I 
Don’t Know, You’re not so Warm” is the proud formula beneath which she more often conceals a 
broken heart. “No Coon  can come too Black for Me” may now and then be naively sung by one 
who has never known the bitterness of man’s deceit; but the natural psychological result of such 
experience is, “When you ain’t Got no Money, Well, You needn’t Come ‘Round.” “De only coon  
dat I can see, Is de one that blows his dough on me; So if my baby you wants to be, You’ve got to 
have de dough an’ spend it on me,” is the practical defiance of the victim of man’s ingratitude. 
Who will blame her? “I guess I’ll have to Telegraph my Baby,” cries her swain, a dissolute person, 
reduced to poverty in some distant town by the mischances of a sporting life. “For Lucy is a very 
gen’rous lady’ I can always touch her for a few.” He turns to her in his trouble. “I’ll telegraph my 
baby, she’ll send ten or twenty maybe.” But this is the last straw. “When you ain’t got no money, 
well, you needn’t come around.” And serves him right too. Even Fletcher of Saltoun, however 
much shocked at the prevailing atmosphere of gaming drinking, quarreling, wrenching, thieving, 
cheating, sponging, lying, and general immorality in this literature would admit that. But how 
gladly he would turn from this varied picture of selfishness, brutality, vice, immorality, vulgarity, 
and crime, to the primitive devices tolerated in popular song forty years ago. It seems ridiculous 
enough nowadays to think of a simple, gentle, honest, virtuous, clean-minded, and unalcholic 
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colored man as the hero of a popular song with the least interest of “oife” in it; yet in the remote 
and unenlightened days before the war such a man was not only tolerated but admired. His 
interests were few, his pursuits simple. He took delight in “picking cotton” and other forms of 
honest toil, as affording an admirable foil to the sober pleasures of the evening, which consisted 
largely of “the fiddle and the bow,” “the old banjo,” and a limited and decorous intercourse with 
unspecified “yaller-girls” in song and dance. The more advanced types went to horse-races now 
and then, and even went the length of “betting on a bob-tailed hoss”; but this amply satisfied their 
ambitions in the way of vice.  

They talked now and then of fighting, but it was extravagant and unreal talk, not looking 
forward to actual fisticuffs. The “razzer” and “gun” and other homicidal necessities of the present 
were quite unthought of, and love-making invariably looked forward to matrimony. “ 
 

We find articles condemning the coon song and the cakewalk by 1900. In the Waycross and 
Brunswick, Ga. Newspaper of Jan. 27, 1900: 
 

“The January number of comfort says that the day of “Coon songs’ Negro “Cake Walk” 
and the “Rag Tag Time” song and dance is fast drawing to a close, and that we are coming to a 
line of more dignified and artistic music. May the Lord grant it so, especially on account of a large 
class of our young girls and women of the race; who debase themselves and the race, who indulge 
publicly and for past time; in those songs and dance which are nothing shorter than the grossest 
vulgarity and obscenity. The “Two-step” and similar dances belong in this class. Knowing this any 
person, lady or gentleman, who has true respect for themselves and are possessed of good manners 
will refrain from all such. The thing is run in the ground it is degrading. Stop It.” 
 
            Amongst the general neurosis of white American culture in regard to the Negro race, which 
took the verbal idiocy of the coon song as fact, there arose a strain of vital and clear black music of 
great nobility and power. In the hinterlands of America, where Negroes were rare, the minstrels 
and coon songs must have been totally convincing as representations of these strange, exotic 
people. When black artists themselves produced a music which caught and held public attention, 
they had to fight a pervasive and corrosive tradition of racism already imposed on them. 
The genres of the coon songs and early cakewalk/ragtime often merged. This intermixing is 
evident in the multiple publications of pieces in song and instrumental arrangements, the piano 
version often being available in both ragtime and schottische styles. Ex: Harney’s “Cakewalk in 
the Sky” and “All Coons Look Alike To Me.” 
 
Ex. 26 - The Cake-Walk In The Sky – 1898 
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 A good example of the styles of the coon song and the cakewalk is seen in the selection 
“Lazy Sam.” The lyrics of the chorus depict the ‘lazy’ Negro as well as using the cakewalk rhythm 
in the melody as well as a ragtime accompaniment. The Lyrics of the chorus: 

 
“Oh he’s so lazy, he drives me crazy.  
He won’t support me. That nocount man! 
I wants to shake him, judge won’t you take him. 
I’m tired of living with lazy Sam.” 
 

  This merging of the three types (coon song, cakewalk and ragtime) is seen in both the dance 
sections and melodic material appearing in “Lazy Sam” , which gave the performer a chance to 
sing and dance in his routine (the song and dance men, such as Cohen, Williams and Walker, etc). 
 

The most famous family of ‘coon shouters’ were Flora and May Irwin. We find a piece 
called “Honey, Does You Love Yer Man,” from a Broadway show entitled “Gentleman Joe.” The 
cover of the sheet music says: “Flora Irwin’s Great Coon Song”. Flora was the younger sister of 
May and part of their sister act.  Mentioned on the sheet music cover is another song “The Coon 
with the Big White Spot,” from the same show.  

May Irwin, the more famous of the two, rose to great fame and riches as the most popular 
coon shouter. The famous May Irwin began singing coon songs as early as 1893 with the tune “All 
Coons Look Alike.” The lyrics of this tune are not as racial as one might think if one really 
examines the lyrics.  
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Ex. 27 - All Coons Look Alike To Me - 1896 
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Comic Element 
 

The comic element of coon songs is still present at the expense of the Negro race. In one of 
May’s earliest coon songs labeled as “the funniest of all coon songs,” is the song “I Love My 
Honey, Yes I do.” It is from the popular Broadway show “Widow Jones.” The lyrics are not in the 
vein of what came to be known as a coon song. In this same show the most famous and mentioned 
as the first of all the early coon songs was “The Bully Song.”  This was the example for the 
hundreds of coon songs that followed, using the type of lyrics that shamed American popular 
music (Sic: much as the offensive ‘rap’ lyrics of today have done). As an example, the lyrics and 
the music of “The Bully Song” will be given to show what a coon song really was like in 1896: 
 
“Have yo’ heard about dat bully dat’s just come to town 
He’s round among de niggers a layin’ their bodies down 
I’m alookin’ for dat bully and he must be found. 
I’m a Tennessee nigger and I don’t allow, 
No red-eyed river roustabout with me to raise a row 
I’m lookin’ for dat bully and I’ll make him bow. 
  
Chorus: 
 When I walk dat levee round, round, round round, 
 When I walk dat levee round, round, round, round. 
 When I walk dat levee round, I’m a lookin’ for dat 
 bully an’ he must be found. 
 
Verse 2: 
 I’s gwine down the street with my ax in my hand 
 I’m lookin’ for dat bully and I’ll sweep him off dis land. 
 I’m a lookin’ for dat bully and he must be found. 
 I’ll take ‘long my razor, I’se gwine to carve him deep, 
 And when I see dat bully, I’ll lay him down to sleep. 
 I’m lookin’ for dat bully and he must be found 
(Chorus) 
 
Verse 3: 
 I went to a wingin’ down at Parson Jones’ 
 Took along my trusty blade to carve dat niggers’ bones 
 Just a lookin for dat bully, to hear his groans. 
 I coonjined in the front door, the coons were prancing high 
 Fur dat levee darkey I skimmed my foxy eye. 
 Just a lookin’ for dat bully but he wan’t nigh. 
 I asked Miss Pansy Blossom if she would wing a reel. 
 She says, “Law, Mr. Mohnsing, how high you make me feel.” 
 Then you ought to see me shake my sugar heel. 
 I was sandin’ down the Mobile Buck just to cout a shine. 
 Some coon across my smeller swiped a watermelon rin’ 
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I drawed my steel dat gemea fox to fin’ 
I riz up a black cloud and took a look aroun’ 
There was dat new bully standin’ on the ground. 
I’ve been lookin’ for you nigger and I’ve got you found. 
Razor’s gun a flyin’, niggers gun to squawk. 
I lit upon that bully just like a sparrow hawk. 
And dat nigger was just a dyin’ to take a walk. 
When I got through with bully, a doctor and a nurse 
Wa’nt no good to dat nigger, so they put him in a hearse. 
A cyclone couldn’t have torn him up much worse. 
You don’t hear ‘bout dat nigger dat treated folks so free 
Go down upon the levee, and his face you’ll never see. 
Dere’s only one boss bully, and dat one is me. 

(Chorus) 
ENCORE: 

When you see me comin’ hist you windows high; 
When you see me goin’ hang your heads and cry; 
Im lookin’ for dat bully and he must die. 
My madness keeps a risin’ and I’se not gwine to get left. 
I’m gettin’ so bad dat I’m askkerd of myself. 
I was lookin for dat bully, now he’s on the shelf.”\ 
 
Ex. 28 - The Bully Song – 1896 
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The music begins with an introduction using the cakewalk rhythm. The melody begins with 3 bars 
of cakewalk rhythm and this rhythm is also found in the 14th and 15th bars of the verse. It contains 
no other syncopated figures in the verse. The beginning bars of each 4 bar phrase in the chorus is 
in cakewalk rhythm but there are no other bars that contain syncopation. There are half notes 
and longer note values that are usually not found in cakewalks. 

There is an instrumental version of “The New Bully” and it is marked as a two-step. After 
an introduction of 4 bars, the cakewalk rhythm is found as in the vocal version but appears in the 
traditional cakewalk figure of  and we see that the song is really in the style of a cakewalk than 
what came to be known as a coon song. Most of the coon songs we have looked at do not contain 
the cakewalk rhythm and we find little syncopation in them.  

 
 Ex. 29 – The New Bully – Instrumental Version 
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The song “Ma Angeline” was published in 1896 and called the “Greatest Coon Song of the 
Age.”  It contains lyrics that were to also be an example for all the coon songs published after its 
publication. These two songs became the prototype for all the coon songs to follow. “Ma Angeline” 
contained all the racial slurs - racial words, razors, gambling, etc. In giving the lyrics it is done in 
its historic position in American popular music: 
 
Way down in Alabama libbs an ole wench Dinah, 
wid her libbs ma baby Angeline. 
She’s born in Alabama like her ole aunt Dinah, 
Now coon’s I’ll tell you bo’t ma gal (laugh) 
You out to see her wingin’, big buck coons a swingin’ 
She’s de belle ob eb’ry callad ball. 
She am no nigger sinner, she’s ma craptown winner 
Now coons all sing and shout fo’ Angeline. Now! (shout) 
Chorus: 
 Coons hub you ebber ebber seen is Angeline 
 She am de sweetest gal who ebber seen, 
 I’se gwine be make ma Angeline own queen 
 (ad lib talking to next verse) 
Verse 2: 
 I go to church on Sunday, stay at home on Monday, 
 to take ma baby down to Johnson’s hall 
Dere’s gwine to be some wingin’ 
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Nigs an’ wenches singin’  
Down at Lu Jackson’s cullud hall (laugh) 
I’ll take along ma razor, To protect ma Ange, 
Spect’s de coons am gwine to hab a fight 
Fo’ slew foot Johnny Frarzer 
Hot and wid his razor, Dat coon will try to win ma 
Angeline. Now! (Chorus) 

 
Verse 3: 

Nig’s start’d fo’ de cake-walk, I got in a crap game. 
Wid a coon, dey called him “Big Black Hawk;” 
Dat nig he bet a dollar, Ma trow made him hollar. 
When I trew leben at dat coon, yah-yah! 
That nigger draw’d his razor, Ma gal it did daze her. 
Squalls’ like a great, big, black baboon: 
I grabb’d ma baby Ange, sweet thing she’s ma dandy, 
From dem black mokes I took ma Angeline  
(shout) “How!” (Chorus 

 
Verse 4: 
 Razors got a flyin’, Nig’s an’ wenches cryin’ 
 Guns an’ buns an’ coons flew in de air 
 De wenches in de corner, buttin’ Auntie Horner 
 She puff’d up like a big balloon, yah-yah 
 De niggers dey wer’ slashin’, steel’s dey wer’ a clashin’ 
 Coons wer’ scrapin’ all aroun’ de floor 
 De deacons dey wer’ moanin’ 
 Nigs dey wer’ a groanin’ 
 When I was prancin’ home wid Angeline 
 (Shout) “Now” ) Chorus 
 
Verse 5: 
 Dere’s gwine to be a spreadin’ 
 An’ a Darktown weddin’, 
 To-night I’ll marry ma baby Angeline. 
 De hot-cakes an’ de possum, 
 served by old Hank Rossom 
 Ange will pass de weddin’ cake, yah!-yah! 
 Now children her’n Aunt Dinah, 
 Sing her song in minor, 
 Tryin’ to win de prize (de big sponge cake), 
 De banjo’s am a zingin’ 
 Clammy Green am wingin’ 
  
(shout) “Now” Chorus. 
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In the lyrics of “Ma Angeline” we find gambling, razors and fighting, all characterizations of 
Negro stereotypes.  

 
Ex. 30 - Ma Angeline - 1906 
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This characterization of the stereotyped Negro is what many Northern American citizens 
were led to believe about Negro culture. Many did not know many Negroes and Americans were 
more segregated at this time and lived in their own neighborhoods - Ex: Irish, Italian, etc. People 
grouped together in the cities of the North Eastern America. This is the pictures of Negro culture 
that that were presented in the coon songs. The coon songs were accepted and soon were a fad in 
popular American music, with Tin Pan Alley turning out hundreds of coon songs, being written 
by composers such as G. M. Cohen and most other popular American writers. 

Ben Harney was a popular musician of this era and popularized the song “Mr. Johnson 
Turn Me Loose,” a coon song with a hint of ragtime style. Originally written by Haering and 
Green, Harney made the song a ‘hit,’ playing in a ragtime style a number of measures, which 
differed from the original score.  

 
Ex. 31 - Mister Johnson, Turn Me Loose – 1896 
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A remarkable feature in “Mr. Johnson” is the equivalent of a Negro spiritual half-
transformed in a bluesy feeling, the call and responds part is in six bars phrasing. The original 
piano arrangement contains only 2 measures of syncopation but when performed a more raggy 
rendition must have been played. The lyrics contain a ‘nigger crap game,” a gun, and jail. Mr. 
Johnson is the policeman in the song who puts the Negro subject in jail. When performed, the 
audience would join in the chorus: “Mister Johnson, turn a me loose, Got a no money but a good 
excuse,….Mr. Johnson I’ll be good. 

George M. Cohen also wrote coon songs as well as all the popular styles of popular music in 
vogue during his lifetime. Five coon songs of Cohen were: “Hot Tamale Alley,” (1896) “The 
Warmest Baby in the Bunch,” (1897), “The Man in the Moon is a Coon,” (1897) “I Guess I’ll Have 
to Telegraph My Baby,” (1898) and “Hannah’s a Hummer” (1899). 

 
Ex. 32 - The Man In The Moon Is A Coon – 1897 
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Ex. 33 - Hot Tamale Alley – 189  
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Ex. 34 – I Guess I’ll Have to Telegraph My Baby 
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A listing of coon songs from 1895 through the early 1900’s number in the hundreds. In collecting 
coon song sheet music of this period a sampling of those available can be used as a poll, survey or 
sampling to gage the rise of the coon song. Of the 134 coon songs available we present a graph of 
the number of coon songs available and how many were published each year from 1895 to 1902: 

 
Ex. 35 

 

 
From the above graph we can see the rise of the coon songs from 5 in 1895, to a climb 

upward in 1895 to the height in 1898, then losing its popularity to 14 in 1901. The next years it 
began to lose its popularity as the cakewalk/ragtime style began to be the favorite of the American 
popular music scene. 

It was not only the white popular music writer that composed coon songs. The great 
vaudevillian and entertainer Bert Williams published in 1896 the coon song called: “Oh, I don’t 
Know,” or “I thought I was A Winner,” which contained less offensive coon lyrics.  

 
Ex. 36 - Oh, I Don’t Know” or “I Thought I Was A Winner” – 1896 
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 Ex. 37 - I’ll Make Dat Black Gal Mine – 1896 
 

 The coon song’s popularity, starting in 1898, began to climb and the publication of coon 
songs increased rapidly. Another coon song is “I’ll Make Dat Black Gal Mine” by Chas. B. Ward.  
The lyrics tell of a Negro who says he’ll cut up another spoonin’ Negro and a dog named ‘Spot’ 
cause he a wicked coon.  
 The coon song gained in popularity in 1897 and the character of the lyrics were used in 
what was called “A Coon Marching Song.” One of the most successful and popular composers of 
what were then called ‘spectacular’ compositions was E. T. Paull, most famous for his “Ben Hur 
Chariot Race March.”  His covers were works of art and had a lot to do with the successful selling 
of his music. He published “The Thompson Street Cadets” by Charles Shackford in which the 
lyrics tell of the leader of a Negro Cadet group in which it is mentioned that the other members 
envied him and were jealous and ‘all produced a razor or a cleaver.” The piece didn’t contain any 
syncopation and was a typical coon song but with the character of a two/step march. Everybody 
jumped on the popular music band wagon and wrote coon songs to cash in on the money to be 
made. There is no syncopation within the verse or the chorus. At the end there is an 8 bar dance 
marked “Schottische” that the performer dances to as part of his presentation of the song. It is a 
typical coon song used in vaudeville and was performed by the famous vaudevillian George H. 
Primrose. There are two sheet music covers used by the publishers: one a printed cover, the other 
a picture of Primrose in blackface and a portrait of Primrose without makeup. 
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Ex. 38 - The Thompson Street Cadets – 1897 
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In 1897 we find a song entitled “Syncopated Sandy,” written by N. Wayburn & Stan 
Whiting. It is labeled “a coon that leads a really reckless life,” and, “the first & only genuine 
‘ragtime’ song.” This is the first hint that this coon song is going to be different. Indeed it is. There 
is syncopation used throughout and the accompanying part is a ragtime accompaniment. This was 
not the typical coon song of the era. The cakewalk rhythm is used (which is a syncopated rhythm). 
There is a write-up on the 2nd page that is very illustrative of the use of ragtime with the coon 
song: 

“RAG-TIME as illustrated in “Syncopated Sandy.”  
The authors and publishers in presenting “Syncopated Sandy” to the public have succeeded in 
illustrating for the first time the absolute theory of the now famous “RAG-TIME” music, which 
originated with the Negroes and is characteristic of their people. The Negro in playing the piano, 
strikes the keys with the same time and measure that he taps the floor with his heels and toes in 
dancing, thereby obtaining a peculiarly accented time effect which he terms “RAG-TIME.” 

`”RAG-TIME  is so exaggerated force of what is known in musical literature and straight 
accompaniment are printed in the usual form with the “RAG-TIME” accompaniment directly 
below in a separate brace, indicated on the margin by the word “RAG-TIME.” 

The object in printing both accompaniments, either of which may be used with the voice, is 
so decorative the difference between the two. Careful attention in the accent marks will enable the 
performer to obtain perfect “RAG-TIME” and give the basic principles whereby music ever 
written can be arranged and played in “RAG-TIME,” the musical rage of the century.” 

This song, in 1897, illustrates that ragtime, in the style of the cakewalk, was beginning to 
invade the coon song. Prior to this, most coon songs did not contain syncopation and surely didn’t 
include ragtime in its accompaniment. To me this is an important piece to be presented and should 
be singled out as an important step in the evolving of the cakewalk/ragtime and the coon song to 
true ragtime music. We find the use of united syncopation in the 7th and 8th measures of the 
chorus. This piece is an evolution of the cakewalk style to true ragtime, a truly remarkable use of 
the existing genres of the era. The above quote is one of the earliest printed discussions of ragtime. 
On the same page we find a “coon parody” intended to be humorous but with a most vicious 
inference. This song was billed as “May Irwin’s great “rag-time” song.  
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Ex. 39 - Syncopated Sandy - 1897 
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The performing in minstrels by black performers using blackface is paradoxical in nature, so is 
the performing of coon song by black performers. Williams and Walker, the famous and popular 
black performers, known best for their vaudeville routines and cakewalks, also sang and 
performed coon songs in blackface, although they detested the practice of using burnt cork in 
their stage appearances. Billed as the two real coons, Williams and Walker are shown on the sheet 
music cover of the coon song “Enjoy Yourselves” dressed in their costumes. The melody of the 
song is typical of the era as are the words which state: “Keep all yer razors in yer inside pocket.” 
The team was very successful - in the United States and overseas. 

 
Ex. 40 - Enjoy Yourselves – 1897 
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John Philip Sousa was one of the most recognized names of the era. His band played 
cakewalks and ragtime to satisfy his audiences all over the world. It is not known if Sousa ever 
had a ‘coon shouter’ as part of his program but he did perform songs (instrumental versions) of 
well known popular songs. One of these songs is entitled “The Shuffling Coon.” It is called “The 
sensation of the Rag Era, the quaintest dance step ever conceived.” It is notated as a “buck and 
wing dance,” and the cover states that it is “as performed by John Philip Sousa and his 
incomparable band and other eminent musical organizations.” The melody uses the cakewalk 
rhythm and in the 2nd section we find the use of repetition in which the rhythm stops for 2 bars, 
making it sound like a jazz break.  
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Ex. 41 - The Shuffling Coon - 1897 
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 Harry Von Tilzer (1872-1946) wrote dozens of enduring popular tunes and produced a 
number of ragtime pieces. As with all the writers of the era, Von Tilzer wrote in the genre of what 
was popular at the time. Perhaps the song he is most famous for is “Oh By Jingo” written in 1905. 
The cover of our next song says that it is the “great Coon song, “Zam-Zam”. He had a hit with 
“De Swellest Ladies’ Coon in Dis Yer Town,” as performed by George H. Primrose. In the song 
there is some use of the cakewalk rhythm, the melody being in the traditional coon song style. 
 
Ex. 42 - De Swellest Ladie’s Coon In Town - 1897 
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Bom-Ba-Shay. Written by Max Hoffman in 1897 is an attempt by the composer to create a 
new dance called the Bom-Ba-Shay. In the accompaniment we find the use of the cakewalk 
rhythm and is presented when the lyrics are singing the word promenade. The lyrics are not 
offensive, only mentioning the word coon once. It is a more happy statement of having fun in live 
before one dies. Hoffman was an orchestrator for the music firm of Witmark and Songs, and had 
furnished the company with what he termed “rag accompaniment” sections for choruses of 
various then-popular “coon” songs. Hoffman wrote an instruction book on ragtime, the book were 
actually vehicles to promote “coon” songs. Hoffman was born in Poland in 1873 and died in 1963. 
 
Ex. 42 - Bom-Ba-Shay - 1897 
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The coon song and the cakewalk were sort of brothers in music. They both used Negro 

culture or Negro culture as seem through the eyes of the era’s glasses. The cakewalk was ragtime 
in its infancy; the coon song was the verbalization of the white composer’s view of a stereotype 
Negro culture. The uniting of the two can be seen in “The Coon’s Breach of Promise,” written in 
1898 by Chas. Blake. It has a verse that uses the cakewalk rhythm in some bars and a chorus that 
is a cakewalk and ends with a walk around that is a small cakewalk in style (11 bars long). 
 
Ex. 43 - The Coon’s Breach of Promise - 1898 
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 Another good example of Max Hoffman’s ragtime accompaniment to a coon song is seen in 
his composition “Ma Genuine African Blonde,” written in 1898. This accompaniment is best 
examined in the chorus as he uses the cakewalk rhythm and united syncopation and his 
accompaniment has a contrapuntal feeling to it.  We can see the combination of the 
cakewalk/ragtime feeling used while above a coon song is sung. It is in this period - 1897-1898 that 
the evolving of ragtime is observed in written music. 
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Ex. 44 - Ma Genuine African Blonde – 1898 
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There are many song titles during this era that use the name “Johnson.” Dave Reed Jr. 

wrote “Mr. Johnson, Don’t Get Gay!” in 1898. In this song we can see the use of the cakewalk 
style and the coon song. This combination of the two is the beginning of a true ragtime feeling. It 
was only left to drop the lyrics, refine the syncopation and we have true ragtime. The American 
public eventually tired of the lyrics of coon songs, but loved the rhythm when the 
cakewalk/ragtime feeling was used, eventually there evolved an instrumental style which became 
ragtime. 
 
Ex. 45 - Mr. Johnson, Don’t Get Gay!” – 1898 
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E. T. Paull, as stated earlier, was one of the most successful popular song writers of the era. 

Described as the greatest coon song published “He’s Goi’n To Hab A Hot Time Bye & Bye,” 
written in 1898 it is a typical coon song in the first part. The second part is a full fledged cakewalk 
with some ragtime accompaniment. The interesting thing is that Paull took the cakewalk part and 
used it in a song he publishes in 1899 entitled “Uncle Jasper’s Jubilee” note for note, and word for 
word, but without the ragtime accompaniment. This shows the closeness of the styles of the era. 
The styles were close with the even the lyrics interchangeable. The lyrics of the chorus of the song 
are not racial and really are not true coon lyrics, except the verse does use the words ‘nigger,’ and 
‘coon. 
 
Ex. 46 - He’s Goi’n To Hab A Hot Time Bye & Bye” – 1898 
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 One song that could be called the prototype of the coon song is the Sam Lucas song “De 
Coon Dat Had De Razor” written in 1898. It was songs like this that seemed to be the most viscous 
of the coon song types. I just can imagine what the public thought of the Negro after hearing this 
song. It is much like the lyrics of some of the rap music of today, and it is about 100 years earlier. 
The chorus is written for a male vocal quartet and would be applicable for the minstrel show, 
vaudeville or the Broadway stage. There is no attempt at adding a ragtime accompaniment nor is 
there any syncopation in the song. The cover pictures a rather colorfully dressed Negro with an 
oversized razor blade, with others fleeing him, and even some chickens running away.  
 
 Ben Harney, who wrote some of the early hits of this era came out, in 1898 with the coon 
song “You May Go But This Will Bring You Back.”  The title refers to money that is held by the 
man on the cover who is behind a lady. The rhythm uses a modified cakewalk rhythm - a driving 
rhythm in the middle of the first section that is repeated for 9 bars. The chorus is again in the 
modified cakewalk rhythm using united syncopation and while the lyrics are coon song lyrics the 
melody and accompaniment would be classified as a cakewalk/ragtime style. 
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 Different coon songs stressed a certain character flaw in the Negro male. “All I Wants Is 
My Black Baby Back” stresses the laziness of the Negro male. It was written by the popular 
vaudevillian Gus Edwards. There is use of the cakewalk rhythm throughout, especially in the 
chorus where it appears as a bass figure, again stressing the combination of the styles of the era. 
 
Ex. 47 - “All I Wants Is My Black Baby Back” – 1898 
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Written in 1898, “Liza Does You Love Your Coon?” uses the typical verse of the coon song with a 
4 bar introduction. The chorus has the ragtime accompaniment and uses the cakewalk rhythm, a 
hint of the cakewalk. The accompaniment could be played separately and would make a good 
section for a ragtime piece. Throughout the 1898’s we see the use of the coon song using ragtime 
elements, which would soon be able to stand on their own as a separate style as it did in the 
cakewalk.  
 
Ex. 48 - Liza Does You Love Your Coon?” – 1898 
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The coon song reached its zenith in popularity from about 1898 to 1899, and the cakewalk’s zenith 
was in 1899. This may have something to do with the use of the cakewalk rhythm in some coon 
songs in 1899. In the coon song “I like The Place So Much I Hate To Leave,” uses the cakewalk 
rhythm and ragtime accompaniment throughout. The introduction is just like a cakewalk and the 
cakewalk figure is used in the ragtime accompaniment in the chorus section in almost every 
measure, truly a great example of the coon song and the cakewalk/ragtime genre used in the same 
composition. 
 
Ex. 49 - “I Like The Place So Much I Hate To Leave” - 1899  
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 “That Coon Got Lucky Mighty Soon,” written in 1899 by Billy Jackson again used the 
ragtime accompaniment and the cakewalk rhythm. The accompaniment could be played as a 
separate ragtime piece. There is much use of united syncopation and a coon song that does not 
contain the cakewalk rhythm and syncopation used in the ragtime part are beginning to be rare. 
By this time we are on our way to a more classical ragtime, a fact that the American public is 
beginning to recognize and is beginning to tire of the coon song with its lyrics. The music is 
beginning to take over and the coon song, while still published as we will see with the latter 
examples we will give, its style is now more ragtime than the popular style of the previous 
melodies. This can be seen in this piece. 
 
Ex. 50 - “That Coon Got Lucky Mighty Soon” – 1899 
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 “The Jolly Coon” written in 1899, is not a Coon Song and does not contain a lyric, but has 

the word coon in the title. It is in the cakewalk style.  Probably the title was used to cash in on the 
popularity of Coon songs. There is no indication on the cover that it is a cakewalk. There is 
syncopation, especially in the trio section. It has the unison octave in some parts, another 
characteristic of the cakewalk.  
 
Ex. 51 - “The Jolly Coon” - 1899 
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 May Irwin is one of the most popular coon shouter of 1899 and her picture appears on the 
sheet music cover which states: “If you like Coon Songs don’t go Home without this one, a Red-
Hot Coon Song.” Again this song employs a ragtime accompaniment using the cakewalk rhythm, a 
great example of the genres again coming together. “Miss Simpson Brown, is written by Munsey 
Scott. 
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Ex. 52 - “Miss Simpson Brown” – 1899 
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      There is about a 50% drop in the publication of coon songs around 1900 and we continue to 
see a decline in the number of coon songs published in the following years. While there are fewer 
coon songs published the titles seem to remain racial. We find two examples: “The Coon Behind 
the Gun,” and “Leave Your Razors At The Door, both written in 1900. “Razor” was published in 
the New York World Newspaper. “The Coon Behind The Gun” has no lyrics and is really a 
cakewalk. “Razor” is a typical coon song without syncopation and no ragtime accompaniment. 
The trend is beginning to wane and this is reflected in the song “We’ll Have No More Coon Rag-
time songs To-Night.” It uses some cakewalk rhythm in the accompaniment of the trio with a little 
syncopation but the melody is basically in 2/4 meter with 4 eighth notes per measure.  
 
Ex. 53 - “We’ll Have No More Coon Rag-time songs To-Night” - 1900  
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 Our next coon song is written by Ernest Hogan in 1901. Its title “The Phrenologist Coon” is 
a comic song as introduced by Williams and Walker. As a matter of interest a phrenologist is one 
who studies personal characteristics from the shape of one’s skull. The lyrics declare that: an egg 
shaped head is a chicken stealer; a face like a frog head can’t keep a secret; a melon head is an 
insane person; a bucket head is one with water on the brain; and a razor shaped head is a said 
that a ‘coon’ will cut. The music sheet music cover displays 6 such heads. The melody is a simple 
melody style and there is some use of the cakewalk rhythm. The lyrics, of course, are important 
and the person performing it must stress the words to put over the song. It is surprising that two 
of the great Negro entertainers introduced this song to their public. 
 
Ex. 54 - The Phrenologist Coon - 1901  
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 There is becoming a real drop in the popularity and public opinion of the coon song genre 
in 1913. For all purposes the fad of the coon song is about over. The lyrics of the coon song is 
becoming more humane and in the song “The Moon, The Coon, and the Little Octoroon” refers to 
the courting of a ‘darky coon’ of an octoroon (a Negro of 1/8 Negro blood). It is a typical popular 
song with 10 bars at the end for a dance. The cover shows a beautiful lady well dressed with a man 
playing the banjo. He is dressed in a nice dignified suit. Quite a difference than some of the earlier 
covers. 
 
Ex. 55 - “The Moon, The Coon, and The Little Octoroon” - 1903 
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 Culture has finally come to the coon song with the song “When Mr. Shakespeare comes To 
Town.” It was written in 1904. The man on the cover (dressed in a tux) is talking to a lady. He 
wants to go to a minstrel show and she wants him to take her to a Shakespeare play. The lyrics put 
down the minstrel show as worthless and builds up a Shakespeare play. She says she’s go with him 
“when Shakespeare comes to town.” There are two covers-one a picture of Shakespeare in the 
middle and another with a man’s picture (this cover and music was published in 1901). The 1904 
cover is about the performance in England. The lyrics are not ‘coon’ like and still picture the two 
Negroes with accented facial features. There are only a few measures of syncopation and the 
accompaniment is mostly just straight rhythm. 
 
Ex. 56 - “When Mr. Shakespeare Comes To Town.” - 1901-1904 
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We find in the song “If The Man in the Moon Were A Coon,” written in 1905, is on the 
subject of a Negro looking in a chicken coup, obviously wanting to steal chickens. It is another 
popular song without syncopation or any ragtime style. It seems outdated for 1905 and it is really 
not clear what the moon has to do with this except that if there was a Negro in the moon it would 
altar the moons brightness. It is added in this study to illustrate that there were still some coon 
songs at this late date. 
 
Ex. 57 - “If The Man in the Moon Were A Coon” - 1905  
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 In 1906 we find the coon songs “Throw Down Dat Key.” And “ I’m A Lucky Coon.” The 
melody of “Key” is a syncopated one with a ragtime accompaniment. The cakewalk rhythm is 
used in the chorus. The lyrics tell about an unfaithful man who wants to get back in the house. 
The cover shows a dressed up Negro man with normal features, but the lady’s face is more of a 
caricature. There is a circled picture of a Negress who is the one that must have sung the song. The 
song shows the development of the coon song into more of a jazz like style. 
 
Ex. 58 - Throw Down Dat Key 
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 Lucky in the title of this song refers to a Negro who had been lucky at the horse track and 
won. He says goodbye to pork chops. 
 
Ex. 59 - I’m A Lucky Coon - 1906 
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 James Reese Europe rose to fame as the musical conductor and arranger for Irene and 
Vernon Castle, the famous dance team of the era. Europe composed this song for Black Patti’s 
Troubadours, a popular minstrel type group; although in the last part of the show Black Patti 
sang a number of opera selections. Written in 1907 it is more like a jazz song and contains 
syncopation throughout. 
 
Ex. 60 “The Royal Coon” - 1907 
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Written by the vaudeville team of Cole & Johnson “The Luckiest Coon in Town” was composed in 
1909, way past the failing fad of the coon song. Ragtime was now the fad of the land with jazz now 
being evolved from the cakewalk/ragtime style. The song has a ragtime accompaniment with little 
syncopation in the melody. When the melody comes in after the introduction for 2 bars, it is 
followed by 4 bars of accompaniment (twice done). There are a few bars of the cakewalk rhythm 
in the melody with more use of the cakewalk rhythm in the accompaniment. This is almost the 
swan song for the coon song. Few are published after this as the public is into ragtime and the 
emerging jazz style. 
 
Ex. 61 - “The Luckiest Coon In Town” – 1909 
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Our final entry is in 1918, well into the jazz age. It is called a jazz song but has the coon song lyrics 
and the cover is a caricature of the Negro race. It was made famous by the great Sophie Tucker, 
called the greatest ‘coon shouter’ of them all. Tucker would blacken her face when singing the 
song and after it was over pull off her wig and show her Caucasian features. There is syncopation 
throughout and some use of the cakewalk rhythm. If the melody was played without the vocal it 
would be classified as another early jazz tune. From after the First World War jazz becomes the 
fad of the land and its lyrics begin to be less Negro in subject but a diversified subject matter, 
usually not racial in character. Thus the end of the coon era. 
 
Ex. 61 - “Give Me Back My Husband, You’ve Had Him Long e’nuff” 
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Sheet Music Covers 
 
 The covers of the sheet music of coon songs are of various types: printed covers using only 
words; caricatures and stereotypes of the Negro; and, pictures of the performers (both black and 
white) that perform the songs.  
 Beginning  in the middle 1830’s until after the Civil War (until around 1878) we find 
mostly minstrel music covers that have either a solo minstrel (most of the time with a banjo), or 
minstrels in blackface. There also were a number of covers with just printed words. From around 
1878 to 1893 we find mostly printed covers. Beginning around 1894 we begin to find Negro 
caricatures along with photos of the vaudeville stars that introduced and featured the songs. The 
height of the coon song craze was about 1898/99 and we find music covers still featuring 
caricatures and stereotypes as well as photos of the featured vaudevillians. 
  Beginning in 1902 the covers are either printed words or picture the performer of the song. 
There are few caricature covers from 1902 to the last of the coon songs in about 1918, when 
ragtime and jazz covers are more tasteful. 
 
Ex. 62 - Jim Brown -1836    Ex. 63 - Jim Along Josey - 1838 

 
 
 
Ex. 64 – Alabama Joe - 1840   Ex. 65 – Jenny Get You     
      Hoe Cake Done – 1840 
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Ex. 66 – Lutzows Wild Hunt – 1843  Ex. 67 – Away to the Sugar Cane 
           Field – 1847      

                      
Ex. 68 -        
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Ex. 75 – Sensitive Coon – 1851   Ex. 76 – Nigger Will Be Nigger – 1864 
 

      
 
Ex, 77 – The Black Cook – 1867   Ex. 78 – Gentlemen Coons Parade – 1878 
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Ex. 79 – The Dandy Coon’s Parade – 1880  Ex. 80 – Mary s Gone With a Coon - 

        
 
Ex. 81 – De Ole Plantation Coon – 1881  Ex. 82 – Coonville Guards Parade – 1881 
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Ex. 83 – The Jolly Coon – 1881   Ex. 84 – Raffling For the Coon – 1882 
 

           
 
Ex. 85 – The Coons are on Parade – 1882  Ex. 86 – De Coon Dinner – 1882 
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Ex.87 – The Coon That Lived Next Door – 1883 Ex. 88 – De Coon Salvation Army – 1884 
 

          
 
Ex, 89 – Coon Schottische – 1884   Ex. 90 – Whar’s Dat Coon Nows – 1884 
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Ex. 91 – New Coon in Town – 1884   Ex. 92 – De Coon That Had de Razor – 1885 
 

     
 
Ex. 93 – Doing the Old Coon Jar – 1885  Ex. 94 – De Coons on Parade – 1885 
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Ex. 95 – The Coon’s Excursion – 1886 Ex. 96 – Come and Meet Us Dar – 1888 
 

     
 
Ex. 97 – The Happy Whistling Coon – 1889 Ex. 98 – Four Little Curly Headed 
           Coons – 1889 
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Ex. 99 – When the coons Are on Parade – 1893 Ex. 100 – The Coon From the 
         Moon – 1894 
 

            
 
Ex. 101 – I Love My Honey – 1893  Ex. 102 – Honey Does You Love Yer 
            Man – 1895 
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Ex. 103 – All Coons Look Alike – 1886 Ex. 104 – Ma Angeline – 1896 
 

   
 
Ex. 105 – Hot Tamale Alley – 1896     Ex. 106 – The Coon With the Big White 
        Spot – 1896 
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Ex. 111 – Oh, I don’t Know – 1896  Ex. 112 – When I Do the Hoochy Choochy  
        1896 
 

      
 
Ex. 113 – syncopated Sandy – 1897  Ex. 114 – The Thompson Street Cadets – 1897 
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Ex. 115 – Campmeetin’ Coons – 1897 Ex. 116 – The Coleville Coon Cadets – 1897 
 

     
 
 
Ex. 117 – Fly You Blackbirds Fly – 1897 Ex. 118 – Happy Cos Dey Foun’ Dis Coon – 1897 
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Ex. 119 – Dar’s a New Coon Wedding Ex. 120 – You Ain’t De Only Coon in 
Town – 1897 

 

       
 
Ex. 121 – Da Swellest Ladies’ Coon – 1897 Ex. 122 – Keep A-Watchin’ Dis Coon -    
      1897 
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Ex. 123, Bom-Ba Shay – 1897  Ex. 124 Enjoy Yourselves – 1897 
 

         
 
Ex. 125 – The shuffling Coon – 1897 Ex. 126 – The Coon’s Trade Mark – 1897 
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Ex. 127 – The Cakewalk in the Sky – 1898     Ex. 128 – Susie-Ue – 1898 
 

 
 
Ex. 129 – De Coon Dat Had de Razor – 1898   Ex. 130 – You May Go – 1898 
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Ex. 131 – My Honolulu Lady – 1898 Ex. 132 – He’s Goin’ to Hab a Hot Time 
        Bye & Bye – 1898 
 

 
 
Ex. 133 – My Josephine – 1898    Ex. 134 – All I Want is My Black Baby 
        Back – 1898 
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Ex. 135 – Lisa does You Love Your Coon? – 1898  Ex. 136  - Two Little Coons – 1898 
 

 
 
 
Ex. 137 – The Coon’s Jubilee – 1898      Ex. 138 – The Coon that Stole Ma Honey 
        1898 
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Ex. 139 – I’m A Modern Black Adonis  Ex. 140 – Daisy Dixey’s Dan- 1898 
  1898 
 

 
 
Ex. 141 – Miss Suzzannah Brady – 1898    Ex. 142 – A Hoodoo Coon – 1898 
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Ex. 143 – Mr. Johnson, Don’t Get Gay – 1898   Ex. 144 – The Coon’s Breach of 
        Promise – 1898 
 

 
 
Ex.145 – Ma Genuine African Blonde –  1898   Ex. 146 – Dat Yaller Gal by My Side 
        1898 
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Ex. 147 – I Guess I’ll Have to Telegraph     Ex. 148 – My Blackbird - 1899 
  My Baby – 1898 
 

 
 
Ex. 149 – I Don’t Want No Yellow Coon - `899   Ex.. 150 – Sue, Ma Sue – 1899 
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Ex. 151 – Don’t You Try to Rubber-neck  Ex. 152 – Hannah’s a Hummer -  

1899 
 

 
 
Ex. 153 – I Don’t Want No Jonah Hangin’ Ex. 154 – The Medicine Man – 1899  
 Round – 1899  
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Ex. 155 – I Ain’t Seen No Messenger Boy  Ex. 156 – The Jolly Coon - 1899 
  1899 
 

 
 
Ex. 157 – I Like the Place So Much I Hate  Ex. 158 – Rock-A-Bye, Don’t you 
  To Leave – 1899     Cry – 1899 
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Ex. 159 – Miss SiimpsonBrown – 1899  Ex. 160 – Ma Rainbow Coon – 1900 
 

 
 
Ex. 161 – I Ain’t Goin’ Back to Baltimo’  Ex. 162 – Leave Your Razors at the 
  No Mo’ – 1900     Door – 1900 
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Ex. 163 – The Coon Behind the Gun – 1900 Ex. 164 – We’ll Have No More Coon 
              Ragtime song Tonight – 1900 
 

 
 
Ex. 165 – When Shakespeare Comes to Town Ex. 166 – Coon, Coon, Coon - 1901 
  1901 
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Ex. 167 – The Phrenologist Coon – 1901 Ex. 168 – Down in Sunny Alabama – 1901 
 

 
 
Ex. 169 – I Got Mine – 1901   Ex. 170 – My Fairy Coon – 1901 
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Ex. 171 – Under the Bamboo Tree – 1902  Ex. 172 – My Bamboo Queen – 1902 
 

 
 
 
Ex. 173 – When Sousa come to Coon Town Ex. 174 – The Moon, The Coon and the 

Little Octoroon – 1903 
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Ex. 175 – Mineola – 1904   Ex. 176 – Listen to the Big Brass Band – 1904 
 

 
 
Ex. 177 – A Great Big Chickapoo   Ex. 178 – When Mr. Shakespeare Comes to 
  Chief  1904     Town – 1904 
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Ex. 179 – The Ghost of the Banjo Coon – 1906 Ex. 180 – I’m a Lucky Coon - 1906 
 

 
 
Ex. 181 – Moving Day – 1906  Ex. 182 – Throw Down Dat Key – 1906 
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Ex. 183 – The Smiler – 1907   Ex. 184 – A Royal Coon – 1897 
 

 
 
Ex. 185 – I Doan Want You Hangin’ Ex. 186 – The Luckiest Coon in Town  
  Round – 1909     1909 
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Ex. 187 – Come After Breakfast – 1909 Ex. 188 – Enuff – 1911 
 

 
 
Ex. 189 – Mammy’s Little Coal Black Ex. 190 – Give Me Back My Husband, 
  Rose – 1916         You’ve Had Him Long 
        E’nuff - 1918 
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Summary 

 
 The history and even the mention of the ‘Coon” song was avoided in the past because of the 
racial content of its lyrics. Because of this the importance and history of this musical fad in 
American popular music has been neglected. All will agree that the Coon song was offensive (as 
was ethnic music of early American music social history), the importance of the genre was not 
researched for fear of either being called a ‘racist’ or one would be accused of bringing a subject 
up that has been ‘sweep under the rug,’  
 Along with the various minstrel songs and the minstrel show which have also been ‘sweep 
under the rug’, and the practice of blackface being banned as harmful to racial relations, there is 
a hesitation to bring up the subject of minstrels and coon songs. But, they should not be forgotten 
or neglected as they played an important role in the evolution of American music, especially jazz - 
the style of music that changed the history of both popular and classical music in the world. Also, 
the genre of the cakewalk and its history have been neglected. The three; Minstrels, cakewalks 
and coon songs, were the direct ancestors of jazz. Only when the cakewalk evolved into ragtime 
was the Negro stereotype dropped and non-racial subjects favored do we have a number of books 
published concerning its history and importance. These books mention the three but only briefly, 
usually no more than two or three pages on them.  
 The Coon song evolved in the racial tension of the turn of the century in America. Songs 
that stereotyped the Negro had been going on in American minstrels since its establishment in 
1843, although more of a sentimental character. Before that there were individual performers 
doing satires on Negro stereotypes. These performances and the minstrels were sometimes the only 
contact many Americans had with the Negro race as segregation was the way of social culture. 
Only in the South did a mass population really have contact with the ex slaves as citizens (though 
only 2nd class citizens). With the move North the contact increased. Further West, which was still 
unsettled and more rural, the people had little contact with the Negro race. The only knowledge of 
the Negro race by many Americans were through the minstrel shows and solo performers. Negroes 
were delegated to jobs in labor and domestic fields. Most were uneducated which fostered the 
Negro to secondary position in the job market. The minstrels brought to the American public 
Negro-like music. It was so successful that Negro entertainers secured jobs in entertainment and 
even formed their own minstrel show, putting on blackface and doing satires on satires of 
themselves. The coon songs were treated the same way with successful Negro performers like 
Williams and Walker, Cole & Johnson, Cook & Dunbar, becoming very successful in their field of 
entertainment, performing and composing popular songs, shows and coon songs. This brought out 
Negro stereotype characteristics that went so far as to really ridicule at such a level that even the 
ignorant American public eventually got ‘feed’ up with it and a true style of Negro music evolved 
from the minstrel songs, the coon songs and the cakewalk. This led to the classic ragtime. 
Composers like Scott Joplin brought to the American public a new exciting rhythm, a music that 
became the popular music of the land - ragtime. Prejudice will always be with us just as the poor 
and the rich will always be with us. It is a known fact that the ability of the arts to change society 
has been repeated throughout history. It was the exposure of these prejudices that brought to the 
American public its chance to see for itself that prejudice was wrong. History is always changed 
through the arts, as the arts always reflect the ethics and morals of a society. The presentations of 
the arts made a path and showed the American public through the arts; prejudices could be 
recognized and changed because of the art of the minstrels, the cakewalk and the coon song.  
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 The minstrel music and its use of Negro subjects evolved into what was called a coon song. 
It was brought to vaudeville and the Broadway stage where the music was accepted and became 
fads in popular music. The cakewalk became a worldwide craze reaching its zenith around 1899 
and lasting until around 1903. The Coon song became popular around 1896 and lasted until 
around 1904. Cashing in on the popularity and less-racial appearance of the cakewalk (which was 
basically an instrumental form) composers began adding coon lyrics to the cakewalk, perhaps to 
try and save the genre. But the power of the cakewalk and its syncopated rhythm evolved into 
ragtime (also an instrumental music), this evolving emphasized that it was the rhythm and not the 
lyrics that were favored by the American public. This evolution began when the coon songs added 
the cakewalk/ragtime rhythms and accompaniments to the Coon songs. As with the minstrels, the 
Coon songs did not, at first, have syncopation. Once the cakewalk became popular, because of the 
exciting element of syncopation, the Coon song, to stay in favor, added syncopation rhythms to its 
accompaniment.  Many Coon song ragtime accompaniments could be played as solo pieces with 
their ragtime rhythms. These changes made the American public see that their concept of Negro 
musical abilities and character was not the stereotype as presented in the minstrels and Coon 
songs. While racial acceptance still had a long way to go, when stereotypes are taken to extremes it 
eventually ends up as ridiculous and the public tires of it. Fads come and go with some having 
more of an impact than others. The Coon songs was one that had an effect on American society as 
did the Cakewalk, Ragtime and Jazz, all Negro based musical styles. These styles were 
championed by white composers as well as Negro ones. Many white composers, such as George 
Krell, Kerry Mills and others, in their music and cover sheets of their music tried to downplay the 
Negro caricature and stereotypes, concentrating on the music and not the lyrics or the character of 
what was a misconcept of what the mass of Negro society really was like. It picked out the most 
inhuman views of the Negro race and used the ignorance of the American public to propagate this 
image of the Negro at his worst.  
 From the sheet music covers of the popular music of the era, when observed through its 
history, show the progress of caricatures from grotesque images to respected art covers that 
respected the ability of the music inside. The commercial establishment of Tin Pan Alley used the 
prejudices to sell music. As the American public became better educated musically and socially 
they accepted the Negroes musical abilities and the door was open to Negro composers. Early 
ragtime is filled with ragtime compositions of Negro composers as well as white ones. It was the 
music that was the determining factor now, not the composer. Joplin even composed Coon songs, 
as did John Philip Sousa, George M. Cohen, Irving Berlin, George Gershwin, Jerome Kern, Cole 
Porter and most popular music composers of the day. They wrote what seemed to sell with no 
prejudice intended. It was the music’s worth that changed the public’s view of what they would 
buy. If the Coon song continued to sell it would have continued to be published.  
 It is time we accepted for its historic importance the Coon song as a step in the evolution of 
American popular musical tastes. While we musician/composers would like to raise the musical 
tastes of our country and have more classical music accepted as the music of the land, and until we 
educate the public in the arts, we will always have music that many consider in bad taste become a 
craze in popular musical taste. Was the Coon song any worse than the terrible rap lyrics of our 
day? I think they are equally bad in their ridicule of certain American life styles. Will we ever 
learn our lessons? Will the American public ever have good tastes in popular music? Each 
generation has their music and those who have been artistically educated do not accept music and 
art of bad taste. It doesn’t happen in just music but in painting and sculpturing and all the arts. It 
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happens in literature and in the medias of TV, radio and movies. It happens in society’s ethics and 
morality. The arts change society. It is up to us to point this out and educate our society, not only 
in the disciplines but also in all the arts including social arts. The past musical styles and fads will 
point out these short-comings such as the coon songs and of rap music and build more moral and 
ethnic views and put them in practice. The Coon songs represent an era that seemed to learn from 
their exposure to prejudice and the arts changed their views, thus the Coon song led to ragtime 
and jazz.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Evolution of Syncopation 
 
 Early minstrel music did not use syncopation as a rhythmic feature. We find no examples 
of it in the printed music beginning with the first minstrel shows of 1843. There are no quotes as to 
the interpretation of the music during minstrel performances, and no written records that state 
that improvised syncopation was a practice of minstrel singers. While the lyrics of early minstrel 
songs used Negro dialect and Negro subjects, the melody is in a regular pulse which we will call 
‘straight’ rhythm.  There were solo performers (like ‘Daddy’ Rice) doing Negro type material but 
no syncopation appears in the printed music of this era nor in quotes from early performers that 
syncopation was a part of their interpretation of the music they sang. 
 Examination beginning with the minstrels of 1843 show that syncopation was not a part of 
the rhythm. In 1874, in a minstrel song entitled “I’m A Gwine Down South,” by William 
Shakespeare Hays we find the use of the cakewalk rhythm which, of course, is a syncopated 
rhythmic figure. In the cakewalks we find the earliest use of syncopation within an entire musical 
composition. In the minstrel song “Deed I Has To Laugh,” written by John Philip Sousa in 1877, 
there are a few bars that use the cakewalk rhythm. In the early 1880s songs written by Negro 
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composers such as James Bland and Sam Lucas and performed by them in minstrel shows, do not 
contain syncopation. During the late 1880s minstrel songs are still ‘straight’ rhythms. In 1901 the 
minstrel team of Williams and Walker performed the song entitled “Phrenologist Coon”, 
performed this song in which there are some measures still using the cakewalk rhythm. 
 In 1902 the song “You Can Search Me” contains the use of syncopation in the introduction, 
with syncopation appearing in the verse and the chorus. The popularity of the minstrel show was 
beginning to fade in the early 20th century and was evolving into the variety show. New themes 
and subjects were being replaced by other topics, although Negro entertainers such as Williams 
and Walker continued to use Negro themes in their acts. Williams joined the Ziegfeld Follies doing 
the same type routines he presented in his early minstrel show appearances. 
 The use of a syncopated figure was the main rhythmic feature of the cakewalk. “Happy 
Uncle Joe”, written in 1867, contains measures in the cakewalk rhythm. The vaudeville team of 
Harrigan and Hart introduced the song “Walking For Dat Cake”, written in 1877 by Harrigan 
and Dave Braham. While the song contains some measures in cakewalk rhythm it basically is not 
what we will recognize as a traditional cakewalk. It was basically called a cakewalk in name only 
(the title). Other songs contain the name cakewalk in their title and some dancers may have 
performed cakewalk routines to the music - i.e. “Kullud Koons’ Kake Walk”, and “The Cakewalk 
Patrol”, by W. H. Krell. In section 3 of “The Cakewalk Patrol” we find a section that can be noted 
as a cakewalk. The piece does make use of some syncopation. Section 3 is notated as “Taking the 
Cake.”  
 The song “I’ve Been A Good Old Wagon”, written by Ben Harney in 1896 is mistakenly 
noted as the first rag, uses cakewalk rhythms in the melody, the accompaniment in the last 15 bars 
uses the cakewalk rhythm in the bass of the piano part, for 5 measures. 
 In 1896 we find the song “Remus Takes The Cake”. The last section is a true cakewalk. It 
was published first in instrumental form. In 1897 it is published with lyrics. In the 1897 
arrangement the introduction uses the cakewalk rhythm, but then the remaining sections present 
only ‘straight’ rhythm. 
 In 1897 Kerry Mills publishes “At A Georgia Campmeeting”, using the melody of “Our 
Boys Will Shine Tonight.” Mills writes what is considered one of the earliest true cakewalks. The 
example shows the multiple use of the cakewalk rhythm appearing. Even the cover is in the poster 
style art nouveau which became the mode for cakewalk art on the piano sheet music covers of the 
cakewalk era.  

Marked a Rag-Two Step, “Louisiana Rag” is a cakewalk. The title of songs during and 
after this era used the terms cakewalk and rag synonymously. This song makes extensive use of 
the syncopated rhythm of the cakewalk. Published in the year of the zenith of the cakewalk in 
1899, “Louisiana Rag” was written for the piano (earlier cakewalks were mostly in the brass band 
genre). We now find the use of the cakewalk syncopated rhythm in numerous popular music 
compositions. The syncopated style is popular the world over. 

We now find the use of the syncopated cakewalk rhythm in numerous popular songs of the 
late 1890s. This adaptation of the cakewalk for piano was the opening for what was to become a 
keyboard genre - ragtime. 

The popularity of the cakewalk is seen in the famous Broadway production of “Clorindy” 
or “The Origin of the Cakewalk”, written by the now famous Negro composer William Marion 
Cook with the libretto by Negro poet Lawrence Dunbar in 1898. One song in the show is “Dar’ll 
Be Wahm Coons a Prancin”. It presents some measures in the cakewalk rhythm and features the 
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great Ernest Hogan, the composer of the hit “All Coons Look Alike To Me”, perhaps one of the 
songs to be called “Coon” songs. From 1898 to 1899 there were hundreds of cakewalks published, 
using the syncopated cakewalk rhythm. This syncopated cakewalk figure gradually was developed 
into what is called “United” syncopation which evolved into which will be known as Ragtime. One 
example would be “Eli Green’s Cakewalk”, which became an enormous hit of the era. Many songs 
that had in their title “Cakewalk” that were actually in the evolving ragtime style. One of Scott 
Joplin’s earliest compositions, written in 1899, was entitled “Original Rags”. This was in reality, a 
cakewalk, using the cakewalk rhythm throughout. It was the cakewalk rhythm with the last note 
of the rhythmic figure tied that emphasized united syncopation. It is a good example of the 
cakewalk style and rhythm evolving into ragtime. Even John Philip Sousa begins playing 
cakewalks, many of these being referred to as rags: “Bunch O’ Blackberries”). The Sousa Band, 
with arrangements by Arthur Pryor, played numerous cakewalks as part of their concerts, mostly 
as encores. Included in his programs were “Smoky Mokes”, and “Creole Belles”. Perhaps the best 
example of the combining of the cakewalk genre and ragtime is the Arthur Pryor song “Southern 
Hospitality”. Written in 1899, it is marked “A Ragtime Cakewalk.” 

What was entitled “Mississippi Rag” is actually a cakewalk and perhaps should have been 
called “Mississippi Cakewalk.” It is laced with the cakewalk rhythm. The cover describes it as the 
first ragtime two step. This title only emphasizes the evolving of the cakewalk into ragtime with 
early cakewalks being called rags. Many songs were entitled ‘rags’ but were really cakewalks, i.e. 
“Bos’n Rag”. In reality it was a cakewalk.  Many were called ‘March and Two Steps’ - “The Jolly 
Blacksmiths”, written in 1905 is in the traditional cakewalk style.  

Songs that became standard popular song hits, many of which we still remember and 
recognize, were again, cakewalks. Case in hand “Hello Ma Baby” uses the cakewalk rhythm in 9 
of its 16 measures. Abe Holzmann, a famous ragtime composer wrote cakewalks - many of which 
are known as rags but really were cakewalks. His characteristic cakewalk “Hunky Dory” is a 
classic example of a cakewalk of the era published in 1900. It was a favorite of the Sousa Band. 
We might also mention Joplin’s “Swipsey” written with Arthur Marshall in 1900. It is notated as a 
cakewalk and uses the cakewalk rhythm extensively. 

H.  W. Loomis, a pupil of Dvorak, wrote, in 1902, a charming piano duet entitled 
“Cakewalk.” This was written following the encouragement and lead of Dvorak, who had 
remarked that American composers should look to Negro music as compositional material. Arthur 
Farwell, the editor of the Wa-Wan Press wrote in 1902 a song entitled “Plantation Melody” (Ex. 
65, Page Cw94) which uses the cakewalk rhythm.  
 “Bunch O’ Blackberries”, written by Abe Holzmann, is called a rag when Sousa played it 
in Paris. Written in 1900 the composer called it a “cakewalk-two step” and uses the cakewalk 
rhythm throughout. 
 Kerry Mills wrote “Kerry Mills Ragtime Dance” in 1909. By using united syncopation the 
rhythmic figure give a ‘short-long-short’ rhythmic feeling which is the cakewalk rhythm. By this 
date (1909), the cakewalk and its characteristic ‘short-long-short’ rhythm has evolved into true 
ragtime. The piece uses the cakewalk rhythm, especially in the 2nd and 4th sections - section 4 using 
the cakewalk rhythm in 12 of its 16 measures. The first section includes numerous uses of 
syncopation. 
 In 1911, Sousa published his “Dwellers of the Western World”. In the 3rd part entitled 
“The Black Man” Sousa uses the cakewalk rhythm. 
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 As Jazz begins to evolve from the cakewalk and ragtime, there was a revival, in 1914-15, of 
the cakewalk. It was short lived but many fine cakewalks were written during this period. “Keep 
Moving” was written by William White in 1915. 
 With the popularity of the cakewalk, the ‘Coon’ song was beginning to be known. From the 
many mentions of Negro characteristics, minstrel and show business performers begin using the 
popular genre of the ‘Coon’ song to include more derogatory mentioning of the Negro Race. This 
inclusion in popular music degrading the Negro Race had a focal point with the publication, in 
1896, of May Irwin’s “Bully Song”, the most successful early Coon song. Coon lyrics had been 
added to cakewalks and soon became a genre of its own. Song with the mention of ‘coon’ had been 
seen as early as 1851 with the song “The Sensitive Coon”. It contained no syncopation. Minstrel 
material included the mention of the word ‘coon’ frequently. “Gentlemen Coons Parade” of 1878; 
“Mary’s Gone With A Coon” of 1880 (Ex. 14, Page C14); “De Ole Plantation Coon” of 1881; “De 
Coon Dinner” of 1882; and “The Coon’s Excursion” of 1886 are examples of some with many 
others in existence. All do not include syncopation. 
 These songs all used Negro dialect. The famous James Weldon Johnson favored the use of 
Negro dialect as part of the Afro-American heritage, but avoided the rough text of the Coon songs. 
This can be seen his song “Under The Bamboo Three of 1902. It is a modified cakewalk rhythm 
but we find no other use of syncopation. The song became a big popular hit of 1902. 
 The “Bully Song” of May Irwin uses the cakewalk rhythm in its introduction and in both 
the verse and chorus. The chorus begins each phrase with the cakewalk rhythm. It is the lyrics 
that make a Coon song and not the use of the cakewalk rhythm or syncopated rhythm. The 
accompaniment is in ‘straight’ rhythm. We have seen in the accompaniment of later Coon songs 
an early example of ragtime’s syncopated rhythms. Most Coon songs use ‘straight’ rhythm in its 
melody with Coon style lyrics. May Irwin brings the Coon song genre to the Broadway stage, 
perhaps not the first to do so, but surely the most successful in a long series of Broadway shows in 
which she starred. 
 In the song “Mister Johnson, Turn Me Loose” of 1895, Ben Harney makes the song a ‘hit’ 
playing the accompaniment in a ‘ragtime’ style. 
 A big step came when the Coon song began to include what was to be a ragtime 
accompaniment. One of the earliest in this style was “Syncopated Sandy” of 1897. If one plays the 
accompaniment without the melody it appears and sounds like a charming piano rag. The piece 
uses the cakewalk rhythm and an extensive use of syncopation. (The song appears two years 
before the “Maple Leaf Rag” of Scott Joplin.) The accompaniment gave “Syncopated Sandy” an 
exciting syncopated feeling.  Soon publishers began hiring arrangers to write ragtime 
accompaniments to popular songs. This process can be seen in “Bom-Ba-Shay” of 1897, arranged 
by Max Hoffman. The combination of the Coon song using the cakewalk style is seen in the 1898 
Coon song “The Coon’s Breach of Promise”. The dance at the end is a short cakewalk. 
 Max Hoffman’s work as an arranger can also be seen in the Coon song “Ma Genuine 
African Blonde” of 1898. The chorus uses the cakewalk rhythm and united syncopation and one 
gets a contrapuntal feeling when hearing the accompaniment part in the chorus of the song. 
 It only remained to drop the lyrics and listen to the accompaniment part and we have a 
true ragtime piano piece. An excellent example is found in “Mr. Johnson, Don’t Get Gay” written 
in 1898. Most Coon songs of this era use the syncopated cakewalk rhythm and Coon songs that do 
not use a ragtime accompaniment are becoming rare.  The Coon song, with its lyrics, begin to fade 
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and ragtime becomes the music of the land. Thus from the minstrel song, to the syncopation of the 
cakewalk, to the Coon song and its accompanying ragtime style, we see the emergence of Jazz. 

 
Partial Listing of Minstrel “Coon” Songs 

 
1829 - Coal Black Rose 
1836 - Jim Brown 
1837 - Crow Quadrilles 
1838 - Jim Along Josey 
1843 - Original Banjo Melodies (Boatman’s Song) 
1843 - Jim Crow 
1840 - Jenny Get Your Hoe Cake Done 
1843 - Lutzow’s Wild Hunt 
1844 - Bless Dat Lubey Yaller Gal 
1844 - Alabama Joe 
1847 - Away to the Sugar Cane Field 
1851 - Good Bye Linda Love 
1854 - The Ghost of Uncle Tom 
1854 - Few Days 
1855 - Massa’s Old Plantation 
1860 - Billy Patterson 
1862 - Song of the Negro Boatman 
1863 - Come Back Massa, Come Back 
1863 - The Black Brigade 
1867 - I’se a Travlin’ to de Grave 
1867 - Happy Uncle Joe 
1967 - The Black Cook 
1875 - Den We’ll Join de Band 
1879 - Goping From De Cotton fields 
1891 - The Colored Band 
1883 - Ethiopian Serenade 
1883 - Sambo’s Double Shuffle 
1888 - Come and Meet Us Dar 
 

A partial Listing of Coon Songs  
 

1836 - Jim Brown - W. Clifton 
1844 - Corn Field Green - D. Emmett 
1847 - Uncle Gabriel 
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1848 - The Old Gum Tree - R. O. Wilson 
1851 - The Sensitive Coon - P.A. Andrew 
1862 - I Can’t Help Dat, Taint My Fault 
1864 - Nigger Will Be Nigger - W. Mays 
1880 - Mary’s Gone With A Coon - J. e. Stewart 
1881 - De Ole Plantation Coon - J. P. Skelly 
1882 - De Coon Dinner. Sawyer 
1884 - New Coon in Town - J.S. Putman 
1886 - The Coon’s Excursion - R. O. Goldsmith 
1888 - Meet A ‘Coon’ Tonight - H. Kennedy 
1889 - The Little Old Log Cabin by de Stream - B. Radaliffe 
1889 - Four Little Curly Headed Coons - J. Wheeler 
1889 - The Happy Whistling Coon - S. Raeburn 
1892 - Dar’s a New Coon Wedding Song - A. S. MacKenzie 
1893 - Little Alabama Coon - H. Starr 
1893 - Hush My Little Coon - J. Wheeler 
1893 - When The Coons Are On Parade - J. W. Wheeler 
1894 - Honey Don’t Sigh - D. L. White 
1894 - Swingin’ On De Golden Gate - P. Barnes 
1894 - The Coon From the Moon - J. Cline 
1895 - Ridin’ on de Golden Bike - N. Sylvester 
1895 - Honey Does You Love Yer Man? - J. W. Bralton 
1895 - Goodness Gracious Children - O. M. Heingman 
1895 - I Love My Honey, Yes I Do - W. Carleton 
1895 - The Coon With the Big White Spot - F. Gurney 
1896 - Bully Song - C. Trevathan 
1896 - Ma Angeline - C. O’Brien 
1896 - My Little Yaller Coon, Good-Night - R. M. Stults 
1896 - Sweetest Susan - M. A. Moore 
1896 - Parson’s Johnson’s Chicken Brigade - L. Johnson 
1896 - I’ll Make Dat Black Gal Mine - C. B. Ward 
1896 - All Coon’s Look Alike to Me - E. Hogan 
1896 - The New Bully - T. Morse (Instrumental Version) 
1896 - The Ringtail Colored Band - H. S. Miller 
1896 - Ma Mammy’s Lullaby - A. Fitz 
1896 - My Gal is a High-Brown Lady - Barnes/Fagan 
1896 - Honey On My Lips - C. Trervathan 
1896 - When I Do the Hoochy Coochy in the Sky - G. Davis 
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1896 - Oh! I Don’t Know, You’re Not So Warm! - Bert 
Williams 
1896 - The Coon With the Big White Spot - F. Gurney 
1896 - Oh, I Don’t Know or I Thought I Was A Winner - B. 
Williams 
1896 - Hot Tamale Alley - G. M. Cohan 
1897 - The Coon’s Trade-Mark - Tom Logan 
1897 - De Swellest Ladies’ Coon - Harry Von Tilzer 
1897 - The Coon’s Trade-Mark (A Watermelon, Razor, 
Chicken &  Coon) Tom Logan 
1897 - The Warmest Baby in the Bunch - G. M. Cohan 
1897 - Miss Brown’s In Town - M. B. Garrett 
1897 - The Man in the Moon is a Coon - G. M. Cohan 
1897 - Happy Cos Dey Foun’ O is Coon - G. LeBrunn 
1897 - Take Your Clothes and Go - I. Jones 
1897 - She’s Mah’ Wak’n Baby - M. B. Garrett 
1897 - I Want My Lulu - K. St. Clair 
1897 - I Hope These Few Lines Will Find You Well - Cole & 
Johnson 
1897 - I Don’t Know How To Tell Yer How I Lub Yer - B. 
Scott 
1897 - De Swellest Ladies Coon in Dis Yer Town - H. Von 
Tilzer 
1897 - The Coleville Cadets - H. Freeman 
1897 - Dar’s a New Coon Wedding - A.S. MacKenzie 
1897 - You Ain’t de Only Coon in Town - A. Fitz 
1897 - Syncopated Sandy - S. Whiting 
1897 - The Shuffling Coon - J. R. Todd 
1897 - Camp Meetin’ Coons - A. Tregina 
1897 - The Thompson Street Cadets - C. Shackford 
1897 - Every Nigger Had a Lady, But Me - K. St. Clair 
1897 - Fly You Blackbirds, Fly - G. Maywood 
1897 - Bom-Ba-Shay - M. Hoffman 
1897 - Enjoy Yourselves - C. Ward 
1897 - Keep A-Watchin’ Dis Coon - R. A. Browne 
1898 - He Won’t Come Back No Never - E. Ephraim 
1898 - A Dead Fly Coon - H. Rogers 
1898 - I Guess I’ll Have to Telegraph My Baby - Cohan 
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1898 - Just Come Up & Take Your Presents Back - H. Von 
Tilzer 
1898 - He Ain’t No Relation O’ Mine - N. Wayburn 
1898 - Uncle Rufus Cake-Walk - E. R. Ephraim 
1898 - The Sheeny Coon - H. Castling 
1898 - When You Ain’t Got No Money - A. B. Sloane 
1898 - You May Go But This Will Bring You Back - Ben 
Harney 
1898 - You Don’t Handle Nuff Money For Me - I. Jones 
1898 - The Thompson St. Cadets - C. Shackford 
1898 - She’s a ‘Spectable Married Colored Lady - J. 
Gouraud 
1898 - Nig-ger, Nig-ger Die - N. Sylvester 
1898 - Mr. Johnson, Don’t Get Gay - D. Reed Jr. 
1898 - My Honolulu Lady - L. Johnson 
1898 - I’ve Got Him Dead - A. Dunn 
1898 - I Love Dat Man - P. J. Simnes 
1898 - My Josephine - J. Stromberg 
1898 - The Coon’s Jubilee - W. Whiteman 
1898 - He’s Goi’n To Hab A Hot Time Bye & Bye - E. T. 
Paull 
1898 - Ma Genuine African Blonde - G. Wilson 
1898 - Miss Suzzanah Brady Am My Lady - F. A. Woods 
1898 - A Hoodoo Coon - H. Starr 
1898 - All I Wants Is My Black Baby Back - Edwards/Daley 
1898 - I’m A Modern Black Adonis, and a Dead Swell, 
Swell - E.  Hillman 
1898 - Liza Does You Love Your Coon? - W. C. Davies 
1898 - Two Little Coons - G. Allison 
1898 - De Coon Dat Had De Razor - S. Lucas 
1898 - The Coon That Stole Ma Honey - W. H. Kerr 
1898 - Susie-Ue - B. Gilbert 
1898 - Dat Yaller Gal By My Side - G. Evans 
1898 - Daisy Dixey’s Dan - H. M. Vernon 
1898 - I Don’t Allow No Coon To Hurt My Feelin’s - Irving 
Jones 
1898 - I Want A Coon To Match My Own Complexion - 
Chas. B. Ward 
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1898 - Jasper Jenkins “De Cake Walk Coon” - Henry P. 
Vogel 
1899 - I’se Got the Warmest Baby of Them All - A. Sullivan 
1899 - I’se a Lady - Kennett/Udall 
1899 - De Coon Dat’s Caught Ma Eye - H. W. W. Downes 
1899 - The Coldest Coon In Town - Harry Von Tilzer 
1899 - The Coffee Colored Coon - E. Greaves 
1899 - The Oriental Coon - F. Rogers 
1899 - Ma Caroline - L. Johnson 
1899 - The Luckiest Coon in Town - Cole & Johnson 
1899 - I Cert’nly Love My Yaller Gal.  
1899 - Walkin’ on de Rainbow Road - S. M. Roberts 
1899 - The Jolly Coon - W. F. Blaufuss 
1899 - Ma Lady - F. Templeton 
1899 - I’ve Just Received A Telegram From Baby - H. Von 
Tilzer 
1899 - I Cert’nly Was a Very Busy Man - T. Northrop 
1899 - I Don’t Care To Be Your Lady Friend No More - G. 
Iwards 
1899 - Hannah’s A Hummer - G. M. Cohan 
1899 - Miss Simpson Brown - M. Scott 
1899 - I Ain’t Seen No Messenger Boy - N. Bivins 
1899 - I Don’t Want No Jonah Hangin’ Round - H. Cannon 
1899 - My Blackbird - B. Fagan 
1899 - That Coon Got Lucky Mighty Soon - B. Jackson 
1899 - Sue, Ma Sue - T. H. Northrup 
1899 - Rock-A-Bye, Don’t You Cry - W. A. Phillips 
1899 - The Medicine Man - Williams/Walker 
1899 - I Don’t Want No Yellow Coon - H. V. Monroe 
1899 - Don’t You Try To Rubber-Neck - L. S. Thompson 
1899 - I Like The Place So Much I Hate To Leave - B. 
Franklin 
1900 - My Little Lady Bug - J. Bratton 
1900 - The Coon That Wore The First Shirt Waist - C. C. 
Clark 
1900 - Sleep, My Kinky Headed Coon - J. J. Fitzpatrick 
1900 - My Rainbow Coon - A. B. Sloane 
1900 - Coon, Coon, Coon - Leo Frischman 
1900 - My Money Never Gives Out - I. Jones 
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1900 - My Tiger Lily - A. B. Sloane 
1900 - I’ve Got a White Man Working For Me - A. Sterling 
1900 - I’ve Got Troubles of My Own - R. Johnson 
1900 - Every Race Has A Flag But the Coon - Heelan/Fred 
1900 - Cinday, I Dreams About You - D. Reed Jr. 
1900 - The Blackville Strutters - Williams. & Walker 
1900 - Leave Your Razors at the Door - C. Ward 
1900 - The Coon Behind the Gun - E. R. Ephriam 
1900 -  We’ll Have No More Coon Rag-Time Songs To-
night -  
                   C. Connolly 
1900 - I Ain’t Goin’ Back to Balitmo’ No Mo’ - S. Edmonds 
1901 - Ma Ebony Belle - M. Levi 
1901 - Moon, Moon - N.D. Mann 
1901 - The Phrenologist Coon - W. Accool 
1901 - Down in Sunny Alabama - J. T. Brymn 
1901 - I’m Drifting Further From You Baby Every Day - A. 
Porter 
1901 - I Guess You’d Better Hush-Hush-Hush - J. M. 
Manly 
1901 - Life Ain’t Worth Living When You’re Broke - I. 
Jones 
1901 - An Educated Coon - S. Lawrence 
1901 - Cupid Might Have Been A Little Coon - W. Lewis 
1901 - Ain’t Dat a Shame - W. Wilson 
1901 - I Got Mine - C. Cartwell 
1901 - Down in Sunny Alabama - J. T. Brymn 
1901 - My Fairy Coon - T. Chilvers 
1901 - Coon, Coon, Coon - L. Friedman 
1902 - Under the Bamboo Tree - Cole & Johnson 
1902 - My Bamboo Queen - H. Von Tilzer 
1902 - When Sousa Comes to Coon-Town - 
Vaughn/Lemonier 
1902 - A Coon Serenade - J. J. Morandi 
1902 - The Coon With the Panama - Vaughn/Lemonier 
1902 - The Humming Coon - Smith/Bowman 
1902 - Emalyne, My Pretty Valentine - M. Hoffman 
1903 - My Little Dinah Lee - T. Leomonier 
1903 - Ev’ry Morn’ I Bring Her Chicken - T. M. Geary 
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1903 - When A Coon Opens a Department Store - J. L. 
Ottenheimer 
1903 - The Coon Behind the Gun - E. R. Ephraim 
1903 - I’ve Got To Go Now, ‘Cause I Think It’s Goin To 
Rain - N.  Osborne 
1903 - The Moon, The Coon, and the Little Octoroon - M. 
Nugent 
1904 - Possum Pie, or The Stuttering Coon - Hughie 
Cannon 
1904 - The Sambo Girl - H. O. Sutton 
1904 - Mineola - The Wedding of the Indian and the Coon - 
L. Schucj 
1904 - Listen to the Big Brass Band - D. Reed Jr. 
1904 - A Great Big Chickapoo Chief - T. Morse 
1904 - When Mr. Shakespeare Comes to Town - E. Black 
1904 - M-M-Magic - T. S. Allen 
1904 - I’ve Got a Feelin’ For You 
1904 - Can’t Live on Atmosphere - G. Barnes 
1904 - Back, Back, Back to Baltimore - E. Von Alstyne 
1904 - Honey Won’t You Let Me Know 
1905 - Jasper Don’t You Hear Me Calling You - H. 
Frantgen 
1905 - My Bashful Moon - J. Thorwald 
1905 - If Man in the Coon Were a Coon - W. Rossiter 
1905 - The Man in the Moon Were a Coon - F. Fischer 
1905 - The Mormon Coon - H. C. Smith 
1905 - Is Yo’ Ya’ Do - C. Jacobs-Bond 
1905 - The Coon Banshee - V. Herbert (Bandana Land) 
1906 - I’m Going Right Back to Chicago - E. Van Alstyne 
1906 - What’s All This Noise About - Jeffrey T. Branen 
1906 - The Bullfrog and the Coon - J. S. Nathan 
1906 - I’ve Got a White Man Running My Automobile - H. 
K. Mohr 
1906 - Dream City, The Magic Knight - V. Herbert 
1906 - I’ve Got to Dance Till the Band Gits Through - G. S. 
Spink 
1906 - Every Body Give Me Good Advice - Kendis/Paley 
1906 - Camp Meetin’ Time - E. Von Alstyne 
1906 - Throw Down Dat Key - T. Barron 
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1906 - The Ghost of the Banjo Coon -A. Cardwell 
1907 - June Moon - W. J. Vanderveer 
1907 - The Smiler - P. Wenrich 
1907 - A Royal Coon - J. R. Europe 
1907 - Let Me Be Your Lemon Coon - Thos. S. Allen 
 
1908 - The Dusky Salome - B. Jerome 
1908 - The Gibson Coon - G. M. Cohan 
1908 - Bedelia - J. Schwartz 
1909 - Hannibal - B. Noble 
1909 - The Brinkley Coon - G. M. Cohan 
1909 - Mr. Coon You’re All Right In Your Place - Cole & 
Johnson 
1909 - The Luckiest Coon in Town - Cole & Johnson 
1909 - Come After Breakfast, Bring’ Long Your Lunch and  
Leave’ Fore Supper Time - Brymn/Burris/ Smith 
1909 - I Doan Want You Hangin Round - F. Belknap 
1910 - Every Now & Then - C. A. Benkhart 
1911 - Enuff - R. H. Bassett 
1916 - Manny’s Little Coal Black Rose - R. Whiting 
1918 - Give Me Back My Husband, You’ve Had Him Long 
E’nuff 
 J. Davilla 
 
No Dates: 
 
I Don’t Play No Favorites - A. Johns 
Come Darkies All Sing Halleluyerum - W. Howard 
It’s Hard to be a Nigger - J. H. Armstrong 
The Niggardly Nigger - V. Davies 
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